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THE shivering chill of damp English winter clutches us again

with the completion of another year in time and another cycle

of life. If we take a sweeping view of the estate of homo sapiens

at this .point it might be easy to feel disillusionment. In the

East there is war, war terrible in its cruelty, perhaps a portent

of far wider strife, but war which may yet pause for Christmas.

In the West dark mumblings of long latent nationalism are
sending sinister tremors through the complacency of Europe. To

the South there is oppression in the name of Christianity and to

the North progress in human comforts produces an ascending rate

of suicides. Our is a world of strange contrasts, of doublethink

and injustice not visualised even by the masterful prophet Orwell;

a world dividing unequally into have and have not

But mankind remains predominantly human. Men have the

same basic needs and hopes that they always had. The value of
happiness remains, in spite of the Egg Marketing Board, undefined

and indefinable.

We may indeed think ourselves lucky that ours is a time of
change and colour. A time when we can watch and participate

in large themes of human progress and the making of history in
ways never possible before. This generation has a violent and

exciting world at its feet and a tremendous opportunity. It would

be a crime against life itself not to use it.
C. R. NAYLOR
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SCHOOL OFFICIALS - AUTUMN TERM; 1966

Captain of School: T. H. Brookes.

Schoo~ Prefects: J. A. Broome, B. P. Clayton, A. H. Day, P. J. Jankowski,
M. JohnoSon, J. C. Millward, C. R. Naylor, J. Rounce, M. J. Sedgwick,
A. W. Squire, R. Towler, H. L. Worth, S. S. Wright, N. G. Jarvis,
J. L. Stephenson.

Captain of Football: A. H. Day.

Vice-Captain of Football: J. Rounce.
Captain of Hockey: J. C. Millward.

Vice-Captain of Hockey: J. L. Stephenson.

Cross-Country Club: M. Johnson (Captain), Mr. Adams.
Briggensian: A. W. Squire, M. J. Sedgwick, C. R. Naylor, M. J. Pearson,

R C. Weightman, M. B. Tatam, Mr. E. B. Watts.

House Captains, i\'lasteri> and Football Captains:
Ancholme: M. J. Sedgwick, Dr. Henthorn, K. C. J. Whall.
Nelchorpe: M. Johnson, Mr. Barker, G. Cann.
School: J. L. Stephenson, The Headmaster, G. R. Porter.
Sheffield: T. H. Brookes, Mr. Jackson, J. Rounce.
Yarborough: R. Towler, Mr. Jarvis, .N. II. Day.

School Fund Committee: The Headmaster, Mr. Atkin, Mr. Jarvis, M. J.
Sedgwick (Treasurer), A. W. Squire (Secretary).

Library: A. W. Squire, Dr. Henthorn.

Debating Society: A. W. Squire (Chairman), C. R. Naylor (Secretary),
Mr. E. B. Watts.

Music Society: The Headmaster (Chairman), Mr. W. Watts (Treasurer),
Mr. Morris (Secretary).

Chess Club: P. Boynton (Secretary), Mr. Jarvis.
Fishing Club: R. Weightman (Chairman), S. Hardy (Secretary), Mr.

Morris.

Dramatic Society: C. R. Naylor (Chairman), T. H. Brookes (Secretary),
Mr. E. B. Watts.

Model Railway Society: R. J. Lawson (Chairman), N. Dew (Secretary),
Mr; Turner.

Camera Club: S. S. Wright (Secretary).

2nd Brigg Soout Troop: Mr. Jarvis.

Electronics Club: S. S.. Wright (Secretary).

Model Aero Club: J. Ll. McIver (Secretary), Mr. Brittain.

Natural History Society: A. Lawrie (Chairman), D. J. Horsley (Secre-
tary), Mr. Appleyard.

Ornithological Society: M. J. Pearson (Secretary).

Historical Society: Mr. Jackson.

Geologica! Society: Mr. Slack.

Mountaineering Club: J. A. Broome (Secretary), Mr. Atkin.
Fencing Club: M. J. Drury.

Stamp Club: D. T. Horsley (Chairman), A. K. Lazenby (Secretary),
Mr. Slack.
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School Notes

ONE of the main features of our Autumn Term is the compilation
of University and College of Education applications. It is worth
reminding those in the Lower VIth that this has to be done,
factually at least, on the basis of 0 level results and the first year
VIth Form work. They can no longer indulge in the tradition
that this is a sabbatical year. This year 35 applications - each
year brings a new peak - have gone forward, and we must ho,pe
for their successful outcome in an increasingly competitive world
where standards for some faculties are now daunting.

Nevertheless the inpression left after going through them all
is of a sound and worthy generation who deserve at least the
success of last year to which we were able to pay tribute at this
term's Speech Day. This was an occasion which went very well
primarily because of the most appreciated speech from the Bishop
of Grimsby.

This term we have started formal co-operation with the
High School in the teaching of VI Form English and General
Studies. Joint ventures of this kind can lead to difficulties and
misunderstandings and require tolerance and patience. We are
grateful to the High School for the opportunity and for what looks
like being a successful institution.

A remarkably small number of the school and our connections
came to hear the Gabrieli String Quartet on November 17th. The
discerning from Grimsby and Scunthorpe arrived in number and
were well rewarded. It is unfortunate that fuller advantage is
not taken of this particular opportunity which the Brigg Music
Society offers so conveniently and cheaply.

Another opportunity which has not been fully explored in
recent years is the Foundation Governors' Travelling Award
Scheme. Now is the time for applicants for next year to come
forward. This year's Sweden trip was a success and should
encourage others. Some help from this fund may this year go
also to the two Scouts (both of this school) who have been
selected (and whom we ,congratulate) to attend the 1967 World
Jamboree in the United States.

One opportunity we seldom miss is a place on the Outward
Bound Courses sponsored by the County. Most years we succeed
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in gaining a place, and our candidates invariably do themselves
and their school credit. We have been fortunate again this
year.

We welcome our usual influx of older new boys this term,
including two Dutch boys, who are coping admirably despite
language difficulties. We also welcome Mr. Knox, who teaches
French and German in the place of Mr. Morris, and Mlle. Percher,
who will be with us for a year as French Assistante. Both have
settled easily into the school and we hope will flnd their time
here valuable and enjoyable.

FUTURE DATES

Spring Term begins: Tuesday, 10th January.

Music Society Concert: Thursday, 19th January.

Boarders' Weekend: Saturday, 28th January.

Half Term: Thursday. Friday, Saturday, 16th, 17th, 18th February.

School Play: Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, 11th, 13th, 14th March.

Music Society Concert: Thursday, 16th March.

Inter-House cross Country: Tuesday, 21st March.
Spring Term ends: Wednesday, 22nd March (full day).

Summer Term begins: Tuesday, 11th April.

Sports Day: Saturday, 6th May.

Break up for Whitsun: Friday, 12th May.

Resume after Whitsun: Wednesday, 17th May.

Bank Holiday: Monday, 29th May.

G.C.E. Examinations: Monday. 5,th June - Friday. 30th June.

Summer Term ends: Friday. 21st July.

Autumn Term begins: Tuesday, 5th September.

SALVETE
IlIA:

ACOCK, R. J.
ALTOFT, M. E.
BARLEY. A. J.
BRADLEY, S.
BRIT CLIFFE, P. J.
BULLOCK, S. R.
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CLAYTON, R. L.
CUTHBERT, R. W.
DAVENPORT, K.
DAVEY, R.
DENT, D. A.
FISHER, M.
FOWLER, A. E. J.
FRANKISH, D. J.
GADD, S. E.
GOODWIN, P. G.
IDLES, S.
HOLLINGSWORTH, M. R.
HURST, N. D.
LALOR, K. M.
MASON, F. J. W.
SALMON, N.
SLEIGHT, D.
SMITH, P. A.
TRAVISS, R. J.
WATSON, M.
WOOD, M. D.
WOOD, T.
WORGAN, D. S.

III alpha:
ALTOFT, S. J.
BAKER, J. E.
BARBER, S. J.
BECKERS, M.
BESTWICK, M. W.
BLANCHARD, R.
CHARLESWORTH, M.
COOPER, S. L.
ETTY, G. J.
FELL, T. J.
FOSKETT, N. H.
GOODWIN, M.
HEATHCOTE, C. E.
HICKABOTTOM, B. L.
HOWE, S. G.
HUGHES, D. G.
HUNT,R.
KNIGHT, L. C.
LAUGHTON, R. W.
LAWS, C. R.
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LAWTEY, J.
LEE, H. M.
MALAM, R. N.
MORLEY, A. W.
NORTH, M. J.
RICHARDS, G. A.
SAVILLE. S.
SZKLARUK, T.
WATSON, R. W.
WOOD, 1. W.
WHITWOOD. J. R.

LIV alpha:
BECKERS. H.

LIVA:
SHARP, D.

LVA:

WILSON. C.

UVB:

BLOUNT. R. O.

LVI M. and S.:
BUTLER, J.

VALETE

BARKER, G. H.: London College of Music.

BEACOCK, P. M.: Newcastle University - Architecture.

BEER, K. G. R.: Hertford College, Oxford -' English.

BERRES-FORD, 1. H.: Manchester University - Mathematics.
BRADBURY, D. G.: Law Articles. Hett, Davy and Stubbs.

BRADSHAW. R. P.: Ruston Bucyrus. Drawing Office.

BREWER, A.: Sheffield University - Chemical Engineering.

BUTTERWORTH, J.: Librarian.
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CHAPPELL, R. J.: Voluntary Service Overseas - Farming.

CHURCH, P. S.: Laynes Garage Ltd. Fitter Apprentice.

CLARK, G.: Civil Service (Clerical).

CLARK, I. C.: Chester College of Education.

COOPER, M. J.: Appleby-Frodingham. Apprentice Electrician.

COSTER, P. A.: Further schooling.

COTI'AM, J. T. H.: Richard Thomas and Baldwin's. Work Study
Engineer.

COUCH, 1. S.: John Laing and Co. Estimating Dept.

DREWiERY, D. T.: Hull University - Chemistry.

EDGE, M. R.: Newfoundland University - Architecture.

FEARNSIDE, D.: Barclays Bank.

FIELDSON, D. lVl.: Newcastle University - Civil Engineering.

FOX, J. D.: Army.

GIBSON, P. G.: Appleby-Frodingham. Engineering A,pprentice

GOLLAND, J. P.: Appleby-Frodingham. Ap9rentice Structural
Draughtsman.

HAITH, D.: Not known.

HARRISON, G. E.: University of Kent - ELectronics.

HASTINGS, J.: Building.

HEALEY, S.: Laporte, Immingham. Trainee Chemist.

HOLME, D. J.: Not known.

JACKSON, A. E.: Nottingham University - Law.

JARDINE, D.: Journalism at present. University 1967.

LEANING, J. W.: Limestone Farming Co.

LISHKA, F. A.: Plumber.

LORD, N. S.: College of Advanced Technology -' Civil Engineering.

PARISH, M. W.: Further schooling.

PAWSON, R. L.: University - Chemical Engineering.
PERRY, 1. M.: Waterguard Service.

PETERS, J. N.: Pembroke College, Cambridge - Law.

PIMLOTT, J. L.: Leicester University.

POTTS, A. J. C.: Manchester University - Dentistry.

POTTS, R. D.: Kendal Grammar School.

ROBINSON, T. J.: Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

SASS, R. W.: Motor Engineer.
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SCHIRN, K. E.: Brasenose College, Oxford - History.
SMITH, D. R.: AtPpleby-Frodingham. Commercial Apprentice.

SPEN"CER, P. W.: st. John's College of Educat~oh, York.

STE'EL, B. T.: Scunthorpe Co-operative Society.
STEPHENSON, G.: Hull University - Chemistry.

STEPHEINSON, R.: Chester College of Education.

TIMSON, J.: Structural Draughtsman, Appleby-Frodingham.

TRA VES, K.: Grimsby Docks. Pilot 'Trainee.

TWIDLE" J. M.: St. John's College of Education, York.
WATSON, N. A.: Estate Agency.

WESLEY, B. J.: Eastwood's, Gainsborough.

WILSON, J. R.: Shipping Office, Grimsby.

WILSON, S. M.: East Midlands Gas Board Trainee.

PIRMASENS - BRIGG EXCHANGE

A PARTY of boys and staff from the Leibniz-Gymnasium,
Pirmasens, Germany, was entertained at Brigg from 6th to 17th
September. This was a return visit after the trip to Germany
by boys of the Grammar School earlier in the year.

As part of the very full programme there were visits to the
Ross Group, Grimsby, and the APpleby-Frodingham Steel Works.
There was a strenuous day at York which included visits to
the Mansion House, The Guildhall, the Minster, Clifford's Tower,
and a walk round the walls. Another day was spent at Lincoln,
where Mr. Morris conducted a tour of the Cathedral, the Castle
and the Guildhall. Mr. Adams organised and accompanied a visit
to London, which included a tour of the City and West End, an
exhibition at Olympia, the Monument, St. Paul's, the Changing
of the Guard at Buckingham Palace, a river trip to Greenwich,
a B.B.C. broadcast, the production department of a national
newspaper, the Houses of Parliament, Whitehall and a First
Division Football Match.

One day was spent sitting in with classes at the school and
there was also a football match.

Many parents showed most generous hospitality, and many
strong friendships have been formed. From every point of view
it may be said that the visit was an unqualified success.
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Speech Day

AFTER the singing of "Fortitudine" by the whole school, the choir
and orchestra performed" Cantate Omnes" by William Jackson.

In his opening remarks the chairman, Lt.-Col. R. S. Nelthorpe,
M.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P., welcomed the parents, visitors and the
Bishop of Grimsby. He referred to the forty years of devoted
service to the school given by Mr. A. 1. Morris, who had retired
in the summer, and wished him a happy retirement.

Opening his report the Headmaster said that he was delighted
to welcome the Bishop of Grimsby who, as the father of two
Old Briggensians, had frequently observed the ,proceedings from
the floor.

The year had been honestly satisfactory from the examina-
tion point of view. With almost two-thirds of the boys in the
school moving on to the Sixth Form, it was significant to note
that all the Sixth formers had passed in at least one subject at
Advanced Level, and the average success was 2.5 passes. Of these
two-thirds were in further education, mostly at universities.
During the year many boys of average ability had shown that
hard work and determination could result in gratifying achieve-
ment at Advanced Level.

While keeping very closely in touch with the new Certificate
of Secondary Education, the school had not as yet entered any
candidates. Although it was felt that all boys who were
prepared to work should pass at least some subjects at Ordinary
Level, there were attractions in the new examination and where
the school organisation permitted candidates would probably be
entered.

The year had not been outstanding on the games field, but
individuals had distinguished themselves, particularly Bill
Eadridge. One possible reason given for the limited success in
traditional games was that the school provided a wide range of
physical activities and did not concentrate attention on a few
games. In addition to football and cricket, facilities exist for
hockey, swimming, rugby, mountaineering, sailing, golf, squash,
basketball, :tennis and ,badminton. Although Winning school

games was pleasant, said the Headmaster, it was more important
to provide for each boy a physical activity which he could enjoy
after leaving school.
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Commenting on school societies, the Headmaster said that
the range of these societies should ensure that every boy found
an activity to his taste. One field in which the school was not
making the fullest use of its talents was social and ch.aritable
work. He hOlped that something would be done about this in the
coming year.

The Headmaster next discussed some of the underlying
principles of the school organisation. The aim in the lower
school is to provide a broad general education without early
specialisation; indeed over-specialisation is to be avoided at all
levels. The good all-rounder is valued highly. Pupils are no
longer graded A or B and this undoubtedly encourages the less
able. The difficult choice of Latin for scholars and German for
others has now disappeared. The Sixth formers spend a quarter
of their time on minority time studies. There is no evidence that
these educatlonal aims run counter to examination success. The
basic plan js to have a common curriculum for the first three
years in unstreamed groups. For the next two years to Ordinary
Level the boys select courses from a number of options to suit
their talents and possible future l'E'quiri'ments. They are thus
taught in groups determined by their interests rather than their
apparent ability.

Another change is that the Sixth Forms of the Grammar
School and tile Girls' High School are combined for English in
the Lower Sixth and throughout the Sixth Form for most of the
General Studies courses. The gains are considerable, and it is
hoped that this will develop further.

The Headmaster continued that he had continually in mind
a gradually increasing association between the Brigg schools.
The aim was to retain the role and identity of the Grammar
School but as one of a unified and effective team rather than in
isolation. One consequence of this growing association was that
the future of Saturday morning school was being seriously
considered. While it has been good for Brigg Grammar school
in isolation, it might be less good for the school as a member of
a team.

Parents were encouraged by the Headmaster not to be
ashamed if they were unable to understand the mathematics
which their sons were doing. This was typical of the changing
curriculum and methods throughout the school in many sUbjects.

Finally the Hedmaster took a look at the economics of
education. There was an increasing interest in education and
ever higher standards were demanded. The expense of this was
too easily! orgotten. The Headmaster estimated that the cost of
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equipping schoals in lJ1ndsey far the minimum requirements
af the Ordinary Level NUffield Physics scheme wauld be £25,000.
Haw wauld the ratepayers react to' that? On average, hawever,
he felt that the ratepayers were getting gaad value. It casts an
average £ 133 a year far each bay at the schoal. This warked
aut at less than 2s. a lessan. Secandly, if salaries, building and
maintenance casts are eliminated and anly the expenditure an
the materials af educatian cansidered, the cast to' the ratepayer
af ane bay is slightly aver £10 a year, ar appraximately Is. a day
at schaal. The Headmaster stated that thase whO' taught in the
schaals felt that they did well with the resaurces allawed and
they wauld dO' better if the ratepayers were mare generaus. If
parents really wished the educatianal pravisian far their sans

to' be impraved they shauld tell their Caunty Cauncillars nat to'
be taa faint-hearted abaut this year's estimates.

The Headmaster briefly re'parted that the Tercentenary
Swimming Bath Appeal staad at £4,800 and cancluded by paying
tribute to' Mr. Morris, whO' had retired after 40 years' layal and
prafessianally expert service to' the schaal. He wished Mr. Marris
and his family many happy years af deserved retirement.

The Right Reverend the Bishap af Grimsby then distributed
the prizes and gave an address.

After an intraductian in which he referred with irany to' the
aesthetic delights af the Carn Exchange, canfessed that he had
been tempted to' send an apalagy far his absence caused by a
subsGquent engagement, admitted that in previaus years he had
taken a sadistic delight in watching those an the platfarm
perform, and urged the schaal to laok upon him as an awful
warning rather than as an example, the Bishap revealed his
canvictian that the anly way to' do hard wark was to' enjay it.
A sense af gaiety, enthusiasm, cammitment and fun made even
the most aneraus drudgery nat anly talerable, but enjayable.

While cammenting that saciety had not yet made u.p its mind
whether schaals were institutians far sacial engineering ar far
fastering intellectual grawth, the Bishap revealed a strang dislike
af any farm af educatian that aimed at happiness all round at
the expense af hard wark. 'The aim af educatian was nat to'
praduce well adapted canfarmists; we shauld educate aur yauth
far entry intO' society as it aught to' be, nat saciety as it is.

The Bishap finally paid tribute to' the schaol, as a parent
and as a citizen, for having maintained far many years a ph.ce
af hanaur and dignity in Narth Lincolnshire. He urged the schol)l
to' grasp the appartunity of maintaining this traditian thraugh
integrity, a dedicatian to' truth and a sense af fun.
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A vote of thanks was proposed by the Rev. J. H. Arbuckle,
and seconded by T. H. Brookes, the Head Pref,ect. The customary
half-holiday was requested and granted and the occasion ended
with the s.inging of the National Anthem.

PRIZE LIST

Dr. Edwards Service Cup: N. S. Lord.
Baker Sociological Essay: D. Jardine.
King Reading Prizes-Senior: D. G. Bradbury;

Baggott.
Leaning Head Prefect's Prize: J. L. Stephenson.

Prizes for Advanced Levels:
Lindsey Senior ScholarshiDs: A. E. Jackson, J. N. Peters,

J. L. Stephenson.
The Spilman gnglish: J. N. Peters.
The Headmaster's English: A. E. Jackson.
The Sergeant History: A. E. Jackson.
The Headmaster's History: J. L. Pimlott.
The Urry Geography: D. J. Holme.
The Old Briggensian Mathematics: 1. H. Berresford.
The .old Briggensian Physics: J. L. Stephenson.
The Old Briggensian Chemistry: D. T. Drewry.
The Nelthorpe Technical Drawing: 1. S. Couch.
Other Distinguished Results: P. M. Beacock, D. M. Fieldson,

G. N. Jarvis, A. J. Kaye, A. J. C. Potts, K. E. Schirn.

Prizes for Ordinary Level:
The Disney Prize: R. W. Tuley.
Good Certificates: P. Boynton, M. C. Cosser, B. R. Dacosta, D.

W. Evans, T. W. Faulkner, P. G. Gibson, D. R. Hall, M.
Hickling, R. J. Lawson, N. Miller, J. Parker, M. J. pearson,
R. W. Phipps, R. C. smart, G. P. Stephenson, M. B. Tatam,
A. R. Tate, R. C. Weightman, D. Wilkinson.

Junior: S. C.

Form Prizes:
L. 6 Mathematics and science: 1. W. Hutchinson and A. M.

Lawrie.
L. 6 Modern studies: M. Johnson.
1.. 5A: D. G. Atton.
L. 5B: C. S. Hawes.
U. 4A: S. C. Baggott.
U. 4 Alpha: J. P. Hall and M. J. Setterfield.
L. 4A: P. C. Adams.
L. 4 Aloha: G. R. Johnson.
3A: P. R. Mitchell.
3 Alpha: D. M. Booth.
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House Notes

ANCHOLME

THE other day whilst glancing through some past issues of this
magazine, I chanced to read a ~iece of advice given to Anchors
who were just starting their association With this establishment.
It was: "Individual success is not enough, you must work as a
team," and it is with this that I should like to extend a very warm
welcome to all new members of the House.

Our activities on the cricket field towards the end of last
t,erm did not meet with the same success as our previous two
matches. The Seniors lost to both Nelthorpe and Yarborough
and the Juniors, although trounced by the former, were involved
in what turned out to be the closest finish for some years. the
result being a tie. In the swimming pool success came our way
in the form of Wemyss becoming Junior Waterman, but overall
we could only manage third place.

The team so far has seen very little activity on the football
field, with only one match being played against Nelthorpe. The
Seniors were held to a 3-3 draw in what was a good all-round
performance. The scorers were Evans (2) and Mackell. The
Juniors. on the other hand, were too weak for the opposition,
finally losing 0-7.

Broome is to be congratulated on gaining a place in the
County Hockey team. Finally, a happy reminder for most of us;
next term sees our annual highlight, cross-country. and it Is
hoped that in order to retain the Cross-country Cur>. training
Will start as soon as possible after the Christmas holld8Ys. I r m
sure you will all agree with me that it is ANCHOLME who will
be COCK HOUSE THIS YEiAR.

M. J. SEDGWICK.

NEL THORPE
FIRST of all, I should like to welcome Mr. Barker, who has become
our House Master on the retirement of Mr. Morris. to whom we
wish every happiness.

Last year, a mere half point separated us from the" Cock"
House CUll. This year we have every chance of capturing the
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ever-elusive trophy. A fine .start in the [ooti~all c:;~~'s2tition has
set us off on the right foot, so to sp,eak.

The football teams, who remain unbeaten, have put us in
the running for the Football Cup ):'y t:king ten points out of a
possible twelve. Credit here must ['') to our football captain,
George Cann, who has literally talked us to success, The juniors
deserve special mention for wInning all ~hcir ma,Ccles.

As usual, we have been well repre3ented in the School foot-
ball and hockey teams. The names ar,e too num8rous to mention
here. Especially worthy of mention, however, are Taylor, who
had a Northern Trial for the County Footbsll team, very
creditable for one so young, and Millwood, who has been
aplPointed County Schoolboys' Hockey captain for the second
successive year. We are also proud to possess among our number
a full-back who has an impressive total of penalties and injured
wlngers to hIs name.

I trust everyone is looking forward with suitable enthusiasm
to the many cross-country practices which will no doubt precede
the great day! M. JOHNSON.

SCHOOL
AS IS CUSTOMARY in these Christmas Term notes, we must
bid those who left from the tOD of the house last summer" au
revoir," and welcome what is this. year an unusually large number
of first years. It would appear that there Is security in numbers,
as all have settled in extremely quickly, and they soon exhibited
a vast amouht of over-:exuberance. However, under the
benevo~'ent .eyes of the prefects' jroom this exce,ssenergy is
rapidly being brought within acceptable limits. At odd times,
and in very odd places, outbursts of a certain siren song (more
like a Humber Tug than anything Homer had envisaged) have
remihded one the arrival of a new House Master, complete with
guitar, to replace Mr. Walker with his ukelele. While we wish
Mr. Mattison a long and ,pleasant stay, we also wish Mr. Wallcer
well on his leaving the House.

This term is always a long term, and while it enables the
seniors to get really" stuck in" to some hard work without too
much interruption, it can also prove far too long for the smaller
boys, especially the new bOys. However, we have several activities
at present in operation in the House. Our annual film season
is here once again for Saturday evening entertainment. We are
also building up a comprehensive library of general interest,
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which is proving very successful for the more technically inclined.
Cliv:e Barwood is the proud president of a flourishing astronomical
society wh \ch at present owns two powerful telescopes.

Of course, there are also football practices. We have in fact
a very good Junior team but one, unfortunately, not good enough
to beat Nelthorpe House. However, they excelled themselves
against Sheffs. and Yarborough and should also do so against
Ancholme in a few weeks' time.

The Seniors have not quite achieved the same standard,
although they too have played their hardest. Their achieve-
ment is in beating Sheffield House by 6 goals to 5, the first Will
for a School House senior team for 3 seasons. All credit to
our C'aptain, Graham Porter, and to those who have supported
us, although cries of "big boot up the middle" from certain
distinguished touch-line observers are not always in full accord
with Graham's wishes. Although confident, I make no
predictio;:s as to the result of our match with Ancholme, the
t.esWt of wh1ch wUl be known v.~hen this appears in pirlnt.
School House does have its individual sportsmen, and does lend
strong support to all school teams. Clare and Squire are especially
to be congratulated on their selection as centre-forward and first
reserve, respectively, for the County Hockey team. We have also
two exclusively School House teams entered for the basketball
competition at the end of term, and several members playing for
other teams.

All in all School House remains a flourishing society, proving
its worth to the school and within itself, and I hope it will
continue to do so for many years to come.

J. L. STEPHENSON.

SHEFFIELD

THE passing of another year has shown a further decrease in
numbers in the Senior section of the House but consolation is to
be found in the fact that the Junior House expands every year
with its intake of people from Broughton, so much so that a
disgusted Rounce (Senior) was actually forced to hold TWO foot-
ball practices for his junior footballers to split the great wealth
of talent which abounds. 'They lost their only House match,
against School, 4-0 !

Owing to diminutive numbers, the Senior House footballers are
regarded as something of a laughing stock, and thus it is great
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credit to their sportsmanship and spirit that they came breath-
takingly close to rocking School House, ably led by Rounce with
vocal assistance from Brookes, and were unfortunate to lose 6-5,
with only ten men on the field. We must at this point congratu-
late G. Batty on being appointed captain of the second team.

Off the field the House has had reasonable academic
success. T. H. Brookes has been appointed Head Pr,efect, and J.
Rounce is a Prefect, and we must also congratulate P. Boynton,
D. R. Hall, R. J. Lawson and R. W. Phipps on receiving prizes
for Ordinary Level results on Speech Day.

Thus the House struggles on, and while we can hardly claim
to be looking forward to cross-country day, I'm sure that every
effort will be made to further the uphill struggle towards
regaining past glories. T. H. BROOKES.

YARBOROUGH

THIS TERM sees the House embarking uiPon the hard task of
retaining the Cock House Cup, a task made all the more difficult
by the loss of the Junior Broughton members and of last year's
very able Upper Sixth Form.

Our fight to retain the Football Cup already seems lost, the
Senior team having won one match and drawn another, whilst
the juniors have been unlucky not to gain a point. In the School
football teams, however, we are well represented by having six
first team players and four members of other teams. Of these
Day must be especially congratulated in gaining a place in the
group from which the Lincolnshire Schools' team will be selected.
The House also has at least one Dlayer in the school hockey
eleven.

Looking forward, it is hoped that the enthusiasm displayed
by the junior members of the House at cross-country last year
will perhaps inspire the senior members to give a better perform-
ance.

Finally, Lawrie and Adams must be congratulated on gaining
form iPrize:; and Drury must be given some recognition for his
performaIV~e in last term's Lower Sixth Form play.

R. TOWLER.
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Sport

CRICKET
THIS was not a successful season for the School first team with
one win, a score of 10 and very few distinguished performances.
However, this must not detract from the praise due to Ian
Berresford who led the team very ably throughout the season.
(Colours were awarded to G. R. Porter,!. Clark and G.
Stephenson.)
School v. He Aston (home), July 16th. Lost by 39 runs.

De Aston: 138-7 dec.
School: 99 (G. Stephenson 27, G. Porter 16).

School v. Brocklesby Park (home), July 7th. Lost.
(18 overs match)

School: 80-6 (Clark 30, Berresford 18).
Brocklesby Park: 81-7 (Clark 3-35).

School v. Clee (home), July 9th. Won by 5 runs.
This our only win of the season deserves a little more

comment. Clee, thought by some to be one of the best cricket
sides in the county, put us into bat. The School, showing the
usual lack of batting form, save tail-ender Mlllward, man-
aged to scrape together 62 runs. Clee, supremely confident,
went in and soon were in sight of an easy win. However the
last four wickets fell for the gain of even fewer runs due to
some very accurate bowling by Porter and Clark.
School: 62 (Millward 22).
Clee: 57 (Porter 4-1, Clark 3-25).

School v. Old Boys (home), July 16th. Lost by 24 runs.
Old Boys: 34 (Clark 6-24, Millward 3-9, Porter 1-0).
School: 10 (Clark 3; Haines 6-5, Maycock 4-4).

School v. Staff (home), July 20th.
A weakend Staff side facing a combined first and second

team provided some entertaining cricket and finally won by
four wickets.
School: 36 (K. Whall 11; Mr. Slack 2-3, Mr. Atkin 3-10, Mr.

Stinson 2-1).
Staff: 37-6 (Cann 4-8; Mr. Mailing 10, Mr. Jarvis 9).

G. R. PORTER.

SWIMMING
THE School sWimming team has competed in two inter-school
competitions, at Scunthorpe and Cranwell. Although a smaller
team competed at Scunthorpe it was the more successful, but
only one win was recorded by Batty in the 100 yds. freestyle.
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School swimming results:
Senior Waterman: R. McLeave; runner-up: Batty.
Intermediate Waterman: Scott; runner-up: Horsley.
Junior Waterman: Wemyss; runner-up: Davenport.
House ChampIonship: 1st, School; 2nd, Nelthorpe; 3rd,

Ancholme; 4th, Sheffield; 5th, Yarborough.
G. W. BATTY.

FOOTBALL
First XI:
v. Scunthorpe G.S. (home) 1-1 draw

Frederick Gough G.S. (home) 1-8 lost
Louth G.S. (home) 0-3 lost
Wintringham G.S. (away) 1-2 lost
John Leggott G.S. (away) 0-4 lost
Lincoln School (away) ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2-6 lost

Clee G.S. (home) . 1-2 lost
Gainsborough Q.E.G.S. (home) 5-4 won
The following have represented the School in the First XI:

A. Stothard, P. Wood, R. Smith, T. Brooker, A. Vickers, E. Clark,
P. Clayton, M. Johnson, J. Rounce, R. Towler, J. Taylor, G. Cann,
A. Day, G. Porter, N. Bond, J. Schofield, J. Butler, B. Chudley,
K. Brown.
Second XI:
v. Scunthorpe G.S. (away) 4-0 won

Hereford Comprehensive (home) . 5-0 won
Frederick Gough G.S. (home) 4-4 draw
Louth (home) . 5-0 won
Wintringham G.S. (away) 0-6 lost
John Leggott G.S. (away) 2-4 lost
Lincoln School (away) 0-4 lost
Clee G.S. (home) . 1-7 lost

U.-I5:
v. Hereford Comprehensive (home) . 2-5 lost

Louth (home) . 5-4 won
Gainsborough Q.E.G.S. (home) 1-6 lost

U.14:
v. Scunthorpe G.S. (home) 5-5 draw

Wintringham G.B. (away) 3-4 lost
Frederick Gough (home) 3-4 lost
John Leggott (away) 2-2 draw
Clee G.S. (home) . 2-4 lost
Lincoln School ( away) .................. ...... ........., 4-1 won
Sleaford (away) 2-2 draw

A. DAY.
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SQUASH
A NEW SPORT was introduced to the school sixth form this term,
squash. Five or six p.eople go in the games periods on Thursday
afternoons to the squash court at Normanby Park, which is about
fifteen miles away.

Squash is a strenuous game (here's a way to get rid of midriff
bulge), and the more skilled one becomes at the game the more
enjoyable it is to win.

We must thank Dr. Willis for the loan of his court while
Normanby Park was being improved, and thank Normanby Park
for letting us play there. As we are under the guidance of Mr.
Brittain, we thank him for all his services, and for taking the
time out to take us there are teach us the game.

M. C. COSSER.

HOCKEY
THE season started well with an away game against Normanby
Park II. This was the School's first game together as a team
and we did well to lose only 2-1 to a team which consisted of
about five first team players.

The next game was against a much improved side from the
Girls' High School. We won 7-0; and Clare scored four goals,
Ward 1, Broome 1, and Squire I-a full-back scored the final goal.
Since then we have played Appleby-Frodingham (won 2-1),
Grimsby British Railways (lost 6-1), Lincoln School (won 5-1),
and Brigg II (lost 3-0).

In a return match with Brigg II, the School gave a much
better performance and won 4-0. The first goal was scored by
Millward from a short corner; then Clare scored two opportune
goals; and finished the game off with a solo run from the half-
way line, which resulted in the final goal.

On October 16th, five members of the team went to a County
Trial at Lincoln. Three of the five (Millward (Captain), Clare
and Broome) were selected to play for the County and Squire was
chosen as a reserve.

Again we must thank Mr. Barker for his assistance, and also
Mr. Mattison, who has attended many of the practices.

J. C. MILLWARD.

BADMINTON
Results:

v. Louth G.S. won 8-1
v. Gainsborough Q.E.G.S. lost 4-5

WITH a full-strength team, we gained an overwhelming victory
over Louth G.S. in our first match. In the last tie, Boynton and
TWidle weJ:e narrowly beaten in an exciting third set by Louth's
first, so depriving us of a 9-0 victory.
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In our second match, the team, without three of the regular
members, did well to win four of the nine ties from a well-
balanced side. It was noticeable though that several players were
out of touch through lack of practlce.

It is hoped that several more matches will be arranged for
next term. R. C. SMART.

FENCING CLUB

THIS club is rather a "closed shop", being run in conjunction
with the High School. However, we welcome four new members
from the Grammar School this year: Wemyss, Hutchinson and
Fell from the Third Year, and Ward from the Sixth Form. All
are doing well and it is hoped they will be able to take part in
actual bouts sometime next term.

Meanwhile the remaining members of the club continue to
improve their fencing, and a high standard is enjoyed by all.
We are planning a meeting with Grimsby Fencing Club sometime
in the New Year, which we are quite confident of winning.

On behalf of the Grammar School members of the club, I
would like to thank Mr. Lamming of the High School for his
patience and perseverance, and also the girls for putting up with
us. M. J. DRURY (Vice-Captain).

SAILING CLUB

MEMBERS lylve been very active this term, particularly the
Seniors who went to Barton every Thursday until half-term. The
Junior members too have shown great enthusiasm although they
have had fewer opportunities to sall.

Most members have now sampled the pleasures of a swim in
the Mere, some more often than others. One member, who wishes
to remain anonymous (but his initials are John Brian), even
managed to capsize without full rtgging and while tied up to the
quay. He needless to say, holds the record with seven capsizes.
Unfortunately during the course of the season the boats have
been unable to withstand the rough weather and regular use of
the keen members. On the last outing two boats were capsized
and one of them suffered rather serious damage. This, luckily. is
not irreparable and now that the weather is too bleak for us to
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sail we have begun to overhaul the boats-which makes a change
from having to haul them over! A fourth boat is also being
prepared for next season.

At the present moment, the chief worry of club members is
that the Ministry of Transport will not be sufficiently lenient
when Mr. Longden's "van" comes up for its "12th" yearly test in
March. This is our only means of transport and without it the
number of trips per season would be greatly limited.

There is one other problem; that of finance. This we hope to
solve by holding an "End of Term Hop" on Tuesday, December
20th, and a "Dinghy Dance" at Easter. Last year's was a great
success and we hope that this year we can better it.

Finally we would like to thank the members of staff who
have given up much of their time to provide transport for us
in order that we might be able to enjoy the p'leasures of this
sport.

We l( ok forward to another successful season next year
(Ministry If Transport permitting) when we will have four boats
in regular use and less waiting on the quay. JONAH.

BASKETBALL

THE new league season began as usual around half term and this
year has seen the introduction of the Scunthorpe and District
Basketball League which caters for the needs of those who have
out-grown the Sports Association Leagues. The Sixth Form have
responded well to the "call to duty" and under Rounce's organis-
ing genius have successfully played several games.

The Under 16s, who did so well last season, have shown much
enthusiasm and of their own initiative have put in a lot of hard
practice. This has shown up very much in all their league games,
as to date they remain unbeaten. I think the most noticeable
point in their play is their ability to keep calm even under hard
pressure, a very difficult skill to master, but a vital one for
intending league champions!

This is the thing which the inexperienced Under 15 so far
have not been able to do. In this junior side we have several
players who are either skilled ball players or tall useful players
or both, but the one thing none of them can do is keep calm
and take a well balanced shot at the basket. Consequently they
are losing games they ought to be winning. Perhaps they, too,
will suddenly "click" and then they will do well.
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In school itself there can be no doubt as to the enthusiasm
for the game. In the knock-out competitions now in progress
we had 22 six-man teams entered plus a staff team. Whilst the
standard of skills shown so far is not high at least it is good
entertainment and giving competition for some who would not
otherwise get it. Because of this, I am sure that it w1ll become
an annual event on the school calendar. J.E.M.

TRUSTHORPE TRAINING FORTNIGHT
AUGUST 27th-SEPTEMBER 10th, 1966

DURING the last fortnight of the summer holidays five of the
school's distance runners, ably led by Mr. Adams, spent their
time on a course of intensive training, with the emphasis on
mileage. On average each athlete covered about two hundred
miles during the course. It might surprise members of the school
to hear that the Rev. David Evans attended for several days.
Although not participating in the training he was active in all
other respects.

We lived in a six-berth fiat on the Radio Estate at Trusthorpe,
preparing our own meals except for an evening meal which we
ate in the Bournleigh Cafe, Mablethorpe.

The first training session of each day was always an easy
jog along the beach for from three to six miles. The two main
sessions were in the late morning and in mid-afternoon. Usually
one of these was a long run of from seven to thirteen miles and
the other was a shorter quality session. Twice during the course
we did a session of "Gerschler Intervals", a training method
which we have not previously used, in which repetitions are run
over short distances with a recovery period determined by pUlse-
rate. Another new training session was "Hovlek" in which the
exercise is basically running but which also incorporates varied
other exercises.

In the evenings we played various games or went swimming,
returning for supper before we retired at about ten o'clock. We
are grateful for the faclUties kindly offered to us at the Tenny-
son Secondary School in Mablethorpe of which we made full use.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Adams for organising the course
which we all enjoyed immensely.

No further training courses are planned before the 1967
summer holidays since it is hoped to hold a course in Sweden at
that time. T. JONES.
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Societies

DEBATING SOCIETY
THIS TERM has continued the tradition of Autumn terms by
showing a dramatic renaissance ih enthusiasm for the art. The
season was opened with the proposition by N. W. Bond, G. N.
Jarvis and P. Ward that" this House would introduce apartheid
into Britain." The motion was successfully opposed by a
promising Lower Sixth Team of M. J. Pearson, R. C. Weightman
and M. Tatam, a notable feature of the debatel being the number
of speehes from the floor. A second conventional debate follbwed
on the topical theme" this House would give the freeze the
. cold-shoulder' ," proposed by P. R. Woad, S. B. Hardy and K.
Whall and defeated by S. S. Wright, M. J. Sedgwick and J. A.
Broome.

On the 18th of October, a departure from convention in the
form of a balloon debate, drew one of the largest floors ever
seen in an internal debate. The entertainment provided by
impersonations of Mao, Harold, Lyndon B., Billy Graham, John
Beatie and A. W. Squire.'s victorious" Common-man" was, I
think, well appreciated, and the intention is to hold at least one
more on a similar theme before next summer.

November saw the motion" this House would support
American action in Viet-nam" carried by A. W. Squire, C. R.
Naylor and N. W. Bond, against the determined opposition of
T. H. Brookes, M. J. Drury and S. S. Wright. On the 18th, the
first external debate against the High School, motion: "this
House beUeves history is bunk," which 1M. J. Fiearson, R. C.
Weightman and M. Tatam proposed, was lost valiantlY to a greatly
underestimated and worthy opposition.

As the magazine goes to press we record with satisfaction
our flrst debate in the Poirier Cup competition against Caistor
Grammar School. We won this debate and will meet Brigg Girls'
High School in the second round. Hopes are high that this year
will see the trophy returned to its appointed place in Brigg
Grammar School. C. R. NAYLOR.

DRAMATIC SOCIETY
THIS TERM the Dramatic Society has moved along at its usual
steady ratE!. If nothing startling has happened, then this does
not mean that nothing has happened. If the school Dlay can
be said to fall within our scope, then we can claim to have
helped bring forth the decision that" Dr. Faustus" will be this
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year's school play. Further progress along this particular
avenue of activity cannot be boasted of, however.

The Civic Theatre has only provided us with one occasion
on which to organlse a visit. It was to see Kyd's "Spanish
Tragedy," a play which most people considered to be a real
tragedy.

If one is to congratulate the" Little Theatre Company" it
can only be on choice of play. One of the best examples of an
Elizabethan" blood and guts" tragedy was systematically
mutilated before oUr startled gaze. Not that acting ability was
lacking, indeed one cannot but sympathise with actors writhing
under the agonies of bad production. One wondered how it was
possible to miss so many climaxes. To have comedians steal
what should have been a gruesome and horrifying murder scene
can only leave an audience amazed; to have it happen three
times is enough to make even the most unseeing patron of the
arts squirm. And oh! the sluggish movement from one scene
to another changed tears of frustration to tears of boredom.
Elizabethan court dress was paraded slowly before our eyes and
took its place on the stage. To have moved more slowly would
have required physical exertion over and above the call of duty.
What seemed to sum up the production was the reaction of the
audience to the horrifying climax. Four corpses litter the stage
and the audience titter.

An unsympathetic aUdience? Less open betrayal of the
"willing suspicion of disbelief" might have improved the overall
effect of the play, but even the most generous critic could do little
other than deem this play second rate.

The dramatic society has not paid any further visits to the
Civic Theatre this term; normal service will be resumed as soon
as possible. A. W. SQUIRE.

CHESS CLUB
SINCE the last chess notes appeared, P. A. Hutchinson has won
the Scunthorpe and District under-seventeen championship for
the third successive year, and also the Lincolnshire under-
sixteen and under-eighteen titles. In addition to this he won his
section in the" App1eby-Frodingham" Whit. Chess Congress, as
did K. Beer and P. Boynton

This term membership has dropped to about forty, but there
is no lack of enthusiasm among the members, especially those in
the lower forms. We hope that their interest is maintained so
that we shall be able to field a strong team in the future.

OUr inter-school matches have been varied but this is largely
because certain players have been unable to play. In fact we
have been able to raise our strongest team on only two occasions.
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This year the club entered two teams in the" Sunday Times"
competition. The first team has so far reached the third round
(further than we have ever reached previously) but our young
second team was decisively defeated by a much older Lincoln
City G.S. team. Results
17- 9-66 Scunthorpe Lost 1!-4!

1-10-66 Hereford Comprehensive (Sunday Times) Won 4-2
5-10-66 Lincoln City G.S. (Sunday Times) Lost !-5!

22-10-66 John Leggott G.S. Drew 3-3
9-11-66 Lincoln SchoOl, Lost 1-5

12-11-66 Wintringhrm G.B. "B" Won 4-2
12-11- 66 Clee. G.S. Lost i-5!
26-11-66 Carre's G.S., Sleaford Won 4i-1!

"BLACK KNIGHT."

ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
EVERY TERM I seem to begin with the words" This has been
the most successful term to-date." But this term I can state
without a shadow of doubt that the society has reached an
ornithological peak. For, on one day in september, probably three
of the rarest birds in Britain at that time were seen at Bardney
Sugar Factory.

For several years we have made regular visits in Autumn to
the Sewage Farm at Grantham. This year, however, to our
dismay, we found - no sewage. For health reasons a mechanical
disiPosal plant is now used, and hence there are no open areas
of slime and silt. Two Little Ringed Plovers were seen but birds
were generally lacking. Thus, not wishing to waste a valuable
afternoon we decided to visit Bardney Sugar Factory, a spot we
have rarely visited. There we were delighted to meet the well-
known Lincolnshire ornithologist. Mr. Reg May, who proceeded
to relate in "rustic" language how we had chosen the afternoon
of the year. Gently skimmerlng over a pond just before us was
rare bird number one - a White Winged Black Tern. None of
the members had seen this most beautiful bird before, but it was
obviously quite distinct from the normal Black Tern.. with its
1arge white Wing patches. Unfortunately we only caught a
momentary glimpse of the second bird which proved to be a
Temminck's Stint, and few recognition features were seen. This
could not be said for the Baird's Sandpiper, an American species,
and definitely the rarest bird seen. This small stint-like wader
i& rather more streamlined than a Dunlin, and has a black
chequered back. The head and breast are buff, the head is
squat, and the beak shorter than that of the Dunlin.

On another visit to Bardney a. Little Ringer Plover, Common
Sandpiper and Black Grebe were seen.
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A later visit to Horseshoe Point, Tetney, proved largely
worthless, although we did see a magnificent Short-eared Owl.
We would like to render our continued thanks to Mr. E::J.rnshaw
and his family for putting up with us .. bird-men."

AUCEPS.

PISCATORIAL SOCIETY
THE most outstanding achievement 0; the fishing club th:s term
has been the winning of the Hewson TrJphy. This was at an
inter-schools juvenile fishing match, held on the Ancholme. I
understand from the team - Parker, Brooks, Dacosta and
Shannon - that it was an easy victory.

The fishing at Scawby has once again been generally poor.
Curiously enough, however, good catches of roach have been
had during clearing mists. We have had one match at the ponds
this term, and it was easily won by Adams with a 2! lb. catch.
There have been many red)orts of .. big" pike being hooked, but
very few of them have been caught.

During the summer holidays we had the usual abundance of
tench and bream. While early morning fishing on the top lake,
Weightman and Spencer caught 241 lbs. of tench, and Weightman
again, with Cooper, caught 12 lbs. of bream while night fishing
on the bottom lake.

On the whole, I must say that we hav'e fished with a
measurable amount of .success. This is backed up by the fact
that we now have a record number of members in our thriving
and energetic club. PISCATOR.

JAZZ CLUB
THIS TE!RM has seen the re-birth of an integral part of Sixth
Form life, namely the Jazz Club. However, a surprising amount
of interest h¥ been shown by merqbers of the middle school and
certain musicians whom one immediately associates with the
Music Society. Most of the interest seem to s!)ring from Bach
rather than Mandy, and hence we are at present planning a
session by the Jacques Loussier Trio and Les Swingle Singers.
Meetings are to be held at lunch-time and we are w111ing to
listen to anything in the Jazz idiom from Bolden to Coleman.

Under the guidance of Mr. Slack we also hope to pay several
visits to concerts at Sheffield and Nottingham to hear not only
British musicians, but also American visitors.

We hope interest will continue to grow and by listening to
the recordi~ of others we w111certainly widen our outlook.

If yoUl cannot see us on Mondays and Fridays you will
certainly hear us. M. J. PEARSON.
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SCOUTS
SUMMER CAMP last term was held on the usual camp site at
Hathersage. It was organised on a Patrol basis, which P.Ls. found
rather hard work. As they gain in experience the organisation
of a patrol camp will become easier and so more enjoyable.

This term there has been an influx of several very keen and
able Tenderfeet, most of whom are ready for investiture. The
Christmas Party should be a very special event, as the Court of
Honour have planned a "new look" for it.

Perhaps the most exciting event in this coming year will
be the World Jamboree in the U.S.A. The Brigg District is send-
ing two Scouts,' Andrew Bradburn, 2nd Brigg, and Dennis Naylor,
1st Brigg; it will be a wonderful experience for them both.

Whilst we would like to send more, the £ 350 required to send
these two will require all our money-raising efforts. The fund is
now over the £100, as the result of a generous response to an
appeal, a jumble sale and balloon race. Other events are planned
but we would be pleased to receive donations from Old Boys and
old Scouts who would care to help us in this. World Jamborees
are held every four years in various parts of the world, and we
hope that we shall have representatives on future occasions.

SKIP.

MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
ACTIVITIES have been somewhat limited this term, but since
the last notes of the society appeared in print, we have managed
two walks in the old stomping ground of the Derbyshire High
Peak district. Both were in conjunction with Glanford School,
and many boys turned out for the expedition. But we seem to
have a rival in our midst - those two country strolls in the
valleys of south Derbyshire attracted many who hitherto had
not ventured on suqh schemes! We can only hOtPe that interest
has been stimulated in the minds of the suede shoe sect, and
that it will not be too long before they realise the true value
of mountaineering and come and join our host. We seem to be
few in number at the moment, but there is good support from
the lower school, which should ,ensure the well-being of the
society for another year or two.

At a recent meeting we elected the omcers for the year, and
the posts of Treasurer and Secretary were filled by Howard Worth
and Adrian Broome. Wheels have been set in motion for the
organisation of the annual Easter camp in the Lake District, and
we hope to be staying either in Borrowdale, or in the same hut
we had last year, in Langdale. There is a substantial list of
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names already for this outing, and alth:mgh the rules of most
climbing and fell-walking clubs have been somewhat tightened
up with regard to school parties, we hO!J,e the good name the
school has had in the past will enable us to secure accommoda-
tion once again.

The rock-climbing aspect of our activities has dwindled
greatly since the departure of the core of dedicated alpln'o3ts last
year. We have sufficient equipment, and if anyone is interested
in taking up the noble art, all they have to d::>is notify MT. Atkin,
or one of the senior' members of the society, and we will arrange
practice sessions on the artificial climb which is holding up
the north wall of School House.

Lastly, a word about the winter. There is no close season
in mountaineering. The only changes that are made are the
addition of extra clothing and of extra caution. As long as you
use your common sense, mountaineering is the safest sport there
is. Do not be ,put off by the cold weather; many famous explorers
walk for weeks in the freezing Arctic winds without ever seeing
the sun! As long as there is adequate support, we shall continue
to organise hikes, and if this support increases, then the
members will naturally benefit because costs are reduced. Our
aim is to extend and increase the knowledge and love of
mountains among our members, and to foster in them the spirit
of challenge and adventure. J. A. BRiOOME.

THE MODEL AERO CLUB
THIS TERM the club has purchased a glid.er Idt which is now
being built during dinner hours. Progress so far is slow but sure,
the tailplane and part of the wings having been completed up to
date. It is hoped to complete the model during the winter so
that members, more especially thf younger members, can gain
experience of glid.er fiying during the summer.

During the earlier part of the term a considerable amount
of fiying was done on the school field, chiefly at dinner time,
but sometimes after school. This has been mostly control-line,
stunt and combat fiying, which, as the Headmaster was kind
enough to mention on Speech Day, tend to be noisy. The chief
spectator a\ppeal seems to come from the all too frequent crashes
(specially the mid-air varieties) but these do not deter the
modellers.

We are looking forward this winter to the jab of finishing
the glider and mending other models, so that we hope to provide
even better entertainment when the fiying weather comes round
again. ICARUS.
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GEOLOGICAL SOCiETY

GEOLOGICAL activities have been restricted to five members
this term. The junior fossil hunting members seem to have
retired, and we are left with Messrs. Broome, Drury, Pearson,
Tatam and myself, who are ploughing their way through the
realms of minerology to the Geology "0" level next JUne. This
is something completely new to the school, and we must give
Mr. Slack our warmest thanks for undertaking to educate us in
the "ins and outs" of breccias and greywackes, a most unenviable
task. Next term a great effort must be made to interest the lower
school in Geology and perhaps an outing could be arranged to the
rich hunting grounds of some of the ironstone quarries, where
the numerous" devll's thumb nalls," belemrutes and ammonites
will without doubt interest the younger members.

R. O. WE,IGHTMAN.

CAMERA CLUB

THOUGH quite a few intending members turned up to see a
demonstration of printing earlier in the term, there seems to
be a curious reluctance to pay subscriptions. More use could be
made of equipment and if more members pay their subscriptions,
bulk purchase of chemicals could make develQiPing costs compare
very favourably with a chemist's charges. Some went wIth Mr.
Brittaln and Mr. Stinson to Grimsby to a slide-show by
Grimsby Camera Club and Kodak Ltd. The excessive number of
slides we were shown may perhaps encourage intending photo-
graphers to take a few photographs of merit rather than many
mediocre ones. S. S. WRIGHT.

NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY

UNFORTUNATELY our membership has considerably" dropped
off" this term. This is in fact a sort of hibernation, for the
work of a society such as ours is considerably affected by the
weather and season. Without plants the field botanist must look
elsewhere for some other kind of research. What about birds?
Most of them, that is the interesting ones, have left, and we are
left with the commoner residents. The most exciting birds are
to be f'ound on the coast and on lakes, places where we would
like to go, but transport is not easily provided. What about
mammals? Many are in hibernation, especially those we can
catch with the" Longworth.. traps. Thus field-work is strictly
limited. H.owever we are left with one alternative, that is indoor
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talks, but it is here that members fail us. Any slight inconvenience
in getting to one puts them off completely, consequently turn-
out is always low and it is not very pleasant for a speaker talk-
ing to only two boys. Field meetings are also unsuccessful,
mainly for the same reason. We cannot provide transport, so
people don't come. The meetings are held mostly at Twigmoor,
and this only entails a half-hour journey on a bicycle for the
majority. .

To turn to a happier note, the" Longworth" traps have
provided a spectacular array of captures. In the paddock behind
the Art Room where they have been set, Long-tailed Field Mice,
Field and Bank Voles and Water Shrews have been taken. The
traps are ih no way dangerous, and the captured animals are
weighed and set free. I would like to ask members of the school
to bring in owl pellets and dead mammals (in a fresh condition
please!) to the Biology Lab., where they will be most useful
in providing a better tPicture of N. Lines. wild life and specimens
for the would-be taxidermists.

A School Natural History Society is, I think, one of the
most important societies in a school. Everyone in some way
must have a slight interest in natural history, and by joining a
society such as ours help save Britain's wild life.

D. HORSLEY.

STAMP CLUB

THE SCHOOL badly needed a Stamp Club to unite the many
individual collectors, but nothing mater1alisect from these dreams
until recently. Then, at the end of October, the starn!'! Club
met for the first time with over thirty enthusiasts attending,
which was a very encouraging start. Since that day, members
have kept up regular attendance at the. weekly meetings. The
object of the Club is to enable its members to exchange, sell, or
buy stamps. The Club intends to join the Phllatelic Bureau
in Lohdon, which is the centre for stamp collectors, but cannot
do so until funds are boosted. A talk has been planned by 3.
Parker, who has a very fine collection of British stamps dating
back to 1840. A report on thi~ and other talks wi1l appear in
next term's edition of "The Briggensian." I'm sure I speak for
all members when I express thanks to Mr. Slack for his continuous
support, thus enabling the Club to obtain a high degree of
success.

Finally, if there are any members of the school who would
like to join the Stamp Club, please feel free to attend our weekly
meetings and mingle with the other members.

A. K. LAZENBY.
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- Well, almost as it is. . . . .

A covered and heated Swimming Bath for
all the year round use would bring untold pleasure
to scholars for years and years to come and one
day in the future might help to produce an Olympic
Gold Medallist from Brigg. Dreams? Certainly
not!

The Old Briggensians Tercentenary Scheme
promises fulfilment of the first part and the second
will surely follow. Funds now stand at the half-way
stage. Many Old Boys have responded generously
and SUCCESS IS ASSURED if the remainder
respond similarly.

1669
Brigg Grammar

1969
School

Honour your School ...:..-Please fill in
the Tercentenary Appeal forms and post
before 1st January next.



Old Briggensians' Association

Hon. Secretary: A. F. J. Farmer, Sliema, 39 Knightsbridge Road,
Messingham.

Hon. Treasurer: S. C. Dickinson, c/o 40 Bigby street, Brigg.

The Secretary would like to draw attention to the change in
hIs address shown above.

The year has been among the busiest ever for the Committee
and the associated' Bub-Committees, the Dinner-Dance Com-
mittee and the Tercentenary Appeal Committee. A special
General Meeting for the consideration of the plans for the
Reorganization of Secondary Education in Brigg was held early
in the year. Two copies of the plans wlll be available at the
Annual General Meeting and may be borrowed earlier by arrange-
ment with the Secretary.

There has been a fall in membership recently. It would help
if all members would help in enrolling new or lapsed members.
Subscriptions are as follows:

Annual Membership
(first three years after leaving school...

Annual Membership
(after the first three years ... 10/-

Life Membership £ 6/6/-
Vice-Presidents £ 1/1/-

Banker's Order Forms are available if required. Would
new members please include with their subscriptions the following
information: Name; address; years at school; whether they wish
to be informed of dances. This will assist in drawing up a new
llst which could be pUblished if there were sufficient demand.

Members are invited to send news about weddings, births,
new appointments and changes of address to the Secretary of the
Association for publication in the magazine. Members who visit
the school are asked to give news items to Dr. Henthorn.

The Dinner-Dance was held on 28th October and proved to
be an enjoyable occasion although the attendance was
disa ppoin ting.

The Annual Dinner will be held on Saturday, 7th January,
at the Angel Hotel, Brigg. The Dinner wlll start at 7 p.m. and
wlll be preceded by the Annual General Meeting at 6 p.m. Early
application for tickets will be appreciated.

The sum so far contributed to the Tercentenary SWimming
Bath Appeal approaches £4,300. This is pleasing as it is hoped

5/-
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that more Old Briggensians will help to achieve the aim of
making it possible to use the War Memorial Swimming Pool all
the year. At the latest count 67 a.B.s had contributed £2,000;
donations from the staff, parents an(\ ,friends of the school
account for the remainder.

Congratulations to Michael J. Weightman and his wife on
the birth of a second son, Simon, on 8th December, 1966.

We also congratulate G. C. Cook on his promotion to Chief
Inspector of Police, Scunthorpe.

The a.B.A. Golf Trophy this year was won by Mr. V. Atkin.

Percy Cleaver (1926-30) who spent a period after leaving
school with the Palestine Police and then with the Rhodesian
Police, has recently been to Hollywood to study camera work for
television. He stated when he was here in the summer that he
now has a jOb with South African Television and is doing a world
tour, not doing the actual camera work but looking for suitable
subjects. He was then about to go to Germany.

Major Desmond Francis (1936-42) was in Scawby a short time
ago. He is moving from Cyprus to Germany.

P. J. C. Cabourne (1936-45)-now Wing Commander-is
stationed at Binbrook.

J. B. Bell (left 1941) and his wife Barbara, nee Knight,
continue to live in Canada. For seven years their home was in
Renforth, New Brunswick, and during that time John Bell taught
P.E. in a Junior High School in St. John. He was recently offered
a position as Supervisor of P.E. and Recreation in the New
Brunswick Provincial Department of Education. After only a
few months' experience in this job he thinks a civil servant's
life is a happy one.

The educational system in New Brunswick appears to be in
as great a state of upheaval as ours in England. In the New Year
Government control over the system will be established and this
move will effect a considerable change in the type of education
offered in some parts of the province. In the poorer areas, that
is mainly in the north, there has been hithertq little money
available for education. The new system is intented to improve
that state 'of affairs. The change will offer considerable scope
to people like John Bell, though the amount of travel involved
for a Supervisor-there are only three at the moment-appears
formidable. During his last tour he says he visited only six
centres of population but covered 540 miles.

He will be one of the two Chief Track Judges at the Pan-
American Games in Winnipeg next year-a considerable honour.
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R H. M. Markarian (1935-48) was recently on television
talking about his favourite sUbject-Esperanto. He is Head-
master of Chorley Grammar School.

Rev. David Leaning (1947-55) abandoning his new parish of
War sop for a day to his newly appointed curate, recently spent a
few hours with us.

Peter Gray (left 1938) was in the Scunthorpe area a month
or two ago on a short visit from his home in Pittsburgh.

Sam Lawrence (1933-37) visited the school in the summer
while in the district for business purposes. His brother, Dennis,
lives in the U.S.A. as an American citizen.

Frank Richards (1940-51> was in Brigg at half term. He is
now teaching in Leighton Buzzard.

H. Burgin (1953-56) visited the school this term.
Colin Sutton (1956-64) reported during a brief appearance

at the school that he is now working on design with a series of
newspapers.

R J. Walker (1932-36) is now with an East Anglian news-
paper. He has been reading for the Bar.

K. C. 0011 (1933-40), also a newspaperman, has left Birming-
ham for the London area.

Adrian MUrray is at present working for the Ministry of
Labour in Coventry. He w11l start training for a Direct Entry
Commission in the RA.F. in February.

SONS OF OLD BRIGGENSIANS
Thirty boys in the school at present are sons of Old

Briggensians. Readers may be interested in knowing who they
are:

M. E. Aitoft E. Altoft
S. J. Altoft D. Altoft
P. Brittcliffe A. J. Brittcl1ffe
M. P. & R J. Charlesworth P. Charlesworth
R. O. Day J. O. Day
C. R. Denton R. Denton
S. M. Fox D. E. Fox
R. Hiles D. A. Hile~
R. Hunt E. Hunt
N. M. Golland M. W. Golland
W. M. Good W. T. Good
M. J. & B. R. Pearson J. F. Pearson
M. Tatam G. F. Tatam
R L1l1ey C. B. LUley
D. Nixon E. W. Nixon
A. K. & M. Casswell R. Casswe11
G. Porter R W. Porter
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W. Porter J. G. Porter
J. & D. Wood A. Wood
R. Lawson R. R. Lawson
R. H. Smith H. H. Smith
P. A. Smith A. J. Smith
G. N. & R. M. Leaning C. B. Leaning
D. Lawrence J. Lawrence
R. M. Neish G. M. Neish

V.S.O.
Two Old Briggensians, Roger Chappell and Richard Dod, are

at present abroad under the Voluntary Service Overseas scheme.
Roger Chappell, who left school last July and is now in Fiji,

writes:
"For the first month I was posted to the Co-operative Educa-

tion Centre in the capital, Suva. I am attached to the
Co-operative Department and had to learn all about the
Co-operative Movement, both in Fiji and the rest of the world.
I know more about Co-operatives in Britain now than I did before
I left. I was also learning book-keeping there which will be useful
to me later on in life but which I have not needed at all so far
and don't think I shall.

I came out to my project area at the beginning of October
and am now well settled in. My job is to interview farmers in
the Sigatoka (pronounced Singatoka) Valley which is about 60
miles long and about one mile wide. There are about 1,200
farmers to interview, both Indian and Fijian. I have two
enumerators to help me, who are really my interpreters, and we
travel up to the valley visiting the houses and villages, finding
the farmers or making arrangements to see them. It takes up
to an hour to interview a farmer, depending on how much he
grows and how much irrelevant chattering he does.

The idea is to find out how much the f::>rmer in the area grnws
and the general economic situation because the Co-operative
Department hopes to set up a Co-operative Marketing Organisa-
tion to help them. The main problem we have come across so
far is the need for a fixed fair prices system which a Co-operative
will give them.

At present we are working from the bottom of the valley
and travelling up by bus every day, but as we move further up
we shall have to stay in the villages for up to a week at a time.

I am living with an Indian, a Co-operative Assistant
Inspector, in an old wooden Government house-cum-office. It
looks dirty' but is in fact very clean; anyway it's home. We do all
our own cooking and washing and this takes up a considerable
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amount of time and energy. Even though I am a "Volunteer" I
seem to be quite well off really and can afford many luxuries
such as beer and cinema shows quite regularly, as well as put
a fair amount into the bank. The beer here is twice as strong,
but I miss English beer". ROGER CHAPPELL.

Richard Dod wr1tes from Tanzania:

"Although my living conditions are very different from those
which I knew in England, I find that I am very adaptable and
suited to African living. Virtually all my friends here are
Africans and I have become extremely friendly with many of
them.

I am kept very busy with teaching and out of school activities.
I have been teaching History, Geography, Science, P.E., Art and
a little English for 32 periods of 40 minutes a week. I also set
the annual exam. in History, Geography and Science, marked it
and spent many hours adjusting the marks, etc., for some ninety
boys (and a few girls) in their penultimate primary school year.
It has certainly been a vigorous introduction to the profession.
Now the school year is over and the school closes on Saturday.
For the past few weeks I have been one of two teachers running
the whole school; it has been very difficult and tiring. There are
186 children-mostly boys-who are in two streams: Standard 7
and Standard 8. There are two classes in each stream, four
altogether. Most of the boys live at the school, but there is no
matron, domestic staff or caretaker, and the boys do everything
themselves. Only their meals-which are inadequate and
uninteresting-are prepared for them. Although it is a primary
school, the boys are aged from 12 or 14 to 20 or 22. That makes
one or two of them as old as I am. However, I do not think they
are aware of that.

As I found that there were some old hockey sticks in the
school, I purchased a ball and proceeded to show the boys how
to play. They are doing quite well, but unfortunately lost their
first match against a team of Indians. If there are any reason-
able second-hand balls in Brigg which are not over-used, they
would be much appreciated". RICHARD M. DOD.

The Bishop of Shrewsbury, the Right Rev. W. E. Graser
(1923-28) w1l1be the first Roman Catholic Bishop to take part in
a Service in Chester Cathedral since the Reformation when he
assists in a united service at the Cathedral on January 22nd to
mark a week of prayer for Christian unity.
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(( LOCK UP YOUR
DAUGHTERS"

CIVIC THEATRE, SCUNTHORPE, 16th-22nd OCTOB.EiR.

.. LOCK Up Yaur Daughters" by the IJncaln Th.eatre Company
was far myself and, I think, far mast of thase who. were fortunate
enough to. see it during what must have been a record-breaking
week at the Civic Theatre, the best praduction for Quite same
time.

This musical camedy, adapted by Bernard Miles fram Henry
Fielding's (af "Tam Janes" fame) "Rape Upon Rape," is set in
eighteenth century Londan, and gives the audience a samewhat
shocking, as some peaple described it, reflectian of that periad.
Basically the plot is that Hilaret, the anly daughter of a cert~ in
M... Palitic, who. is shawn to. be mare interested in the present
palitical situation than in his daughter's welfare, wants to. elape
with h'er secret lover. One evening she steals away with her
maid, and as they are passing thraugh the dimly-lit streets af
the city, they encaunter a braWl autside an inn. They are
separated and Hilaret meets a handsome yaung rague, Ramble,
who. tries to. seduce her in the street. The two. are caught by
a constab~e, who. arrests them, and through them we are
introduced to Justice Squeezum, who., as his name suggests, is
dishanest and whase only ambition left in life is to. seduce as
many beautiful women as passibl'e. He has a number af mast
frustrating experiences with Hilaret, but at this paint in the
plot his wife's attempts to. seduce Ramble avershadaw Sque.ezum's
fumbling. Finally, Squeezum is exposed as a corrupt instrument
af th'e law and the staryends with Hilaret being reunited with
her father and laver whilst, much to. his surprise, Ramble meets
his long-lost wife, Hilaret's maid.

No. seductions did actually take place, but the mere
suggestian of them was the basis af much af the camedY's success.
The praductian was littered with pleasant little songs af which
I thaught the title sang was the most outstanding. The set,
ingeniausly designed, remained the same thraughaut, and the
changes that were necessary were eff.ectively done by lighting.

Justice Squeezum's wife stol'e the show, and the rest af the
cast put an mast creditable perfarmances. Irene Inescart, who.
yau may remember gave a such a wonderful partrayalin " Wha's
Afraid of VirginIa Woalf ? " taak the part af Mrs. Squeezum, and
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she acted the role with just the right kind of gay abandon
required of her.

Let us hope that this will not be the last musical production
from the Lincoln Theatre Company, although it will take a lot
to better this one. M. J. SEDGWICK.

THE NEW ARCHITECTURE
OF BRIGG

"Architecture, besides being a social art, is a
visual art, and aesthetic judgement must be
independent of intellectual knowledge."

J. M. Richards.

BRIGG, not being the centre of the modern architectural move-
ment, has hadf'ew imaginative buildings erected inside its
boundaries until the most recent years. These latter day build-
ings serve to demonstrate that with some thought in its design,
a building can cease to be a shapeless hulk and be transformed
into something of slight aesthetic beauty. Whilst none of these
constructions are particularly revolutionary in conception, they
all, with one exception, provide some satisfaction to the eye.
These pieces of modern architecture vary little in composition,
employing mainly brick and concrete and show little evidence
of more ,expensive but more pleasing materials such as glass and
steel.

It is on Grammar School Road that three educational
~.nst,'itutions are situated. The two secondary schools consist
mainly of pre-fabricated walls of cement and glass. They are
reminscent of thousands of characterl'ess erections which populate
Britain. The third school, however, differs greatly from these.
It has two main advantages over the other two schools: it caters
for fewer pupils and it was not built by the local council.

This Oatholic Primary School represents an 'exciting
sculpture with contrasting blocks. The boiler tower has been
perfectly employed to balance the main part of the building,
which is mainly horizontal. The largest and most central block
is that of the hall, composed of large, plain brick walls topped
by a surrounding band of continuous ,vindows. Despite what
appears to be a lack of window space in this hall, light floods
into the interior, providing a marked feeling of spaciousness.
The corrIdors of this building also are beautifully illuminated
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by square sky-lights set into white ceilings. Colour plays its
part in this school, with the white boarding of the boiler house
being balanced by purlPle and dark strips of wood elsewhere on
the building. The black window frames serve to accentuate the
windows themselves.

It has been written that Britain is 'erecting hundreds of new
Churches, and yet produces nothing of merit. This lack of
imagination is reflected by the over simplified Methodist Chapel.
It is basically an oblong box and, unfortunately, little else. It
employs the rather overworked and hideous combination of ochre
brick and white boarding, a combination of light hardly balanced
by the dark roof. The windows are stamped with the appearance
of windows employed. in MethOdist and. Wesleyan Chapels nearly
a century ago. Simplicity can be beautiful, but used as it is here
it robs the building of any character, however slight.

The nearby Catholic Church does employ a little more
imagination in its creation. The long, vertical concrete window
frames tend to push an already vertiCal construction even higher.
One wonders if horizontal window lines would not have provided
a more pleasing effect. The small windows just below the roof
line in the plain, side walls are divided in the rather familia'
ratio of five to eight.

H the exterior is not exciting then a comiPlete transformation
is achieved by the interior. The extensive use of stained glass
gives rise to some fabulous illumination. Colour is employed
to create a rich appearance, a feeling echoed by the various
fitments and decorations.

Only a hundred yards away from this Church stands the
Cattle Market. The one striking f'eature of this construction is
the roof of the main block, the auction room. This roof provides
balance to the h'orizontal lines on the surrounding buildings, a
balance aided to a great extent by the three flag poles outside.
To be pleasing, however, this roof would require to be carried
to greater extremes. The curves of its eaves are too flattened
and are countered a great deal by the upward curves of the
concrete window frames. Since the walls are merely curtain
walls and bear no part in supporting the roof, it would perhap3
have been possible to create a more imaginative and pleasing
effect with the windoW's, which here are squashed against the soUd
line of the roof.

Further away from the centre of the town lies the worst
example of the new buildings. the Adult Trainihg Centre. The
main construction Is a square, covered in a hideous fashion by
a jagged roof. Vague attempts have been made to link the roof,
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at its lowest points halfway along the walls, by cumbersome
buttresses to the ground. An attempt which fails with sickening
consequences. surely curves could have been emiPloyed in the
roof line instead of these angular and hurtful creations. Again
the curtain walls are dull and plain as in the previous building.

From these criticisms it is obvious that many of the new
buildings lack a great deal of that something which constitutes
aesthetic beauty. It is hoped that more thought is used in future
construction to ensure that they do provide some satisfaction
to the eye of the beholder. R. TOWLER.

JAZZ AT THE CIVIC
THEATRE

29th OCTOBER

FEATURING the 'SandY Brown Quintet with Handy Brown
(clarinet) and sidemen, Tony Coe (tenor), Ray Crane arumpet),
Brian Lemon (piano), Brian Prudence (bass) and Mike Scott
(drums).

Jazz at Scunthorpe! At last it really happened with what
better British group than the Sandy Brown Quintet.

Several days before the concert I was happy to see on the
programme that the Quintet was to feature the well-known
British alto player, Al Fairweather. But what kind of jazz did
he intend to play with a clarinetist? I sin,cerely hoped it was
not going to be a traditional revival. My fears were dispelled
when I was delighted to see a tenor player on stage. As H
had'pened, the whole line-up had been changed, and the sidemen
consisted of ex-Nottingham musicians Ray Crane and Brian
Lemon; a very fine bass player, Brian Prudence; Mike Scott, the
London drummer who appeared on the first Alexis Korner Blues
Breakers album; and Tony Coe, the superb tenor player who
appeared recently with stan Tracel, Tubby Hayes, Ronnie Scott
and Phil Seaver in the Harry South Big Band featured on Georgie
Fame's Sound Venture L.P.

First let me say that I did not expect much from the Civic
Theatre since its acoustics are not good and no microphones
seemed to be working. Never~heless I was very impressed by the
sheer volume which the Quintet generated. The concert opened
with several Ellington and Basle numbers to help themselves
and the audience to become acclimatised. Unfortunately, many
in the audience were obviously not jazz fans, and hence Sandy
Brown kept the tempo fairly rigid. However, when everyone had
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decided that they were gaing ta mave something, he really began
ta blaw. His persanal appraach changed fram delicate crystal ta
a brash yet precise rendering. And what ta say of 'Dony Cae '?
His mellow tane was perfectly balanced by Brawn. His music
was played as it came, and as a result he blew out about three
reeds a number. The atmosphere he generated spread ta the
rest of the graup, and then to the audience. His high spat in
the first half came with a tenor solo called" Laura." This was
salid riff, and the audience didn't matter. But the audience
willed him on, and he finally gat where he wanted to ga. "Bay.
did he blaw." Only once did he misfinger - and I cheered. This
was one of the most beautiful pieces I have heard, and yet .one
felt that he, was limited by the rest of the graup. I langed for
him to play "avant-garde" as he daes in Landon sessians.

The rhythm section was excellent for the jab in hand, and
it was unfartunate that we heard little from them. The only
piano salo came when BrIan Lemon played the first few bars .of
an old Basic 12-bar blues theme, and Brian Prudence got little
chance to excel. Mike Scott is perhaps the best small graup
drummer in Britain, but if you have ever heard drums and high
notes live, yau can imagine the effect. Nevertheless, he managed
ta do some good intras.

I believe that every member of the audience had seriaus
daubts abaut Ray Crane, the bearded trumpeter. I suppose he
wasn't bad, but the audience didn't give him anything. In fact.
he sounded very mediacre. His style was cramped and he didn't
get anywhere.

Every number was gaad, lasting appraximately five minutes.
but the Anne Ronell number" Willaw weeJ> for me." recently
cover,ed by stan Getz on "Interpretatians," deserves special
praise.

After the interval the Quintet was rather mare casual, Tony
Oae partraying the maod completely. The musicians talked
amongst themselves, Sandy Bro\1rh prawled round with his clarinet
over his shaulder, and joked with the" existentialists" in the
audIence concerning three-four and six-eight time being really
the same. Unrehearsed riffs came regularly, although Ray
Grane's mute saunded like two peas rolling raund in a bucket.

'I!he highUght .of th,e ,evening came With S.andy Brown's
own compasition, "Oxfard Gearge." In this he excelled. and
Tony C'oe fallawed him wherever he went. Then, after a quick
jazz version of "GOod Save The Queen," the musicians casually
ambled .off.

What an evening! Please, jazz, oome back to Scunthorpe.
M. J. PEARSON.
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((

THE GREATEST STORY
EVER l'OLD»

THIS film epic, directed by John Houston, which must not be
confused with" The Bible" (an account of the early part of the
Old Testament), is one which you e:ther regard as magnificent
or as an anti-climax.

The story is of the life of Jesus Christ from his humble entry
into the world to his departure into heaven in full majesty. It is
based on the accounts of the New Testament and because of this,
the whole production was spoilt since there was a tendency to
compare the story of the film too much with the so well-known
one. The main theme was acceptable but it was the small in-
cidents, put in by the film-makers to fill out the length of the
production, and, in some instances, the rather obvious omissions
that irritated me. The sudden death of King Herod, after he
had received news of the successful but very inhuman slaughter
of all the young children in Bethlehem, was one such addition, as
were a number of other scenes in the royal palace. Small in-
consistences did occur throughout and although such a film can
never be perfect in this respect, I personally thought that their
number could have been reduced considerably.

So far, I have raised points against the production, but
praise must be given where it is due. As well as directing the
film, John Houston played the role of Christ, a very calm and
collected man in constrast to the almost barbaric portrayal of
John the Baptist as he baptised people in the River Jordan. Also
worthy of mention was David McCallum, who took the part of
the traitorous Judas Iscariot superbly during the Last Supper
scene.

The most moving scene in the whole film, for me, was the
incident of the crippled man, who, after being lowered on a
mattress into a house where Christ was preaching, was told to
arise and walk. Slowly, through his own tremendous faith that
he was cured, he stood up and even though his legs were shaky
and weak, he walked towards Christ amidst the stupor of those
present.

As I left the cinema, my mind was divided, on the one hand
it had been a magnificent production, whilst on the other I felt
a little disappointed simply because I had expected too much
of it. M. J. SEDGWICK.
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(( THE WAR GAME
))

EVERYONE must by now have heard many times of "The War
Game." Simply by being banned, it immediately made itself
a name for its horror, and soon after the "Observer" took advant-
age of this publicity, printing a few of its most horrific shots
completely out of their content and with ghoulish delight in their
colour magazine. On top of this, I was told that a young man I
know had had nightmares after seeing it !

Not surprisingly then, I went prepared to hold my stomach
down and brace my mind. There was no ne,,:~d, however. The
film certainly should have been horrifying. There were detailed
shots of a little boy having his eyes melted by the blasts, of
women suffocated by the gases formed, of others going mad,
being burnt alive, being shot. Somehow, however, these images
left me cold. This was not just my hard heart or preparation;
others I spoke to had just the same impression. Somehow, for
all its horrors, the film missed its target.

One cause is its complete impersonality. The suffering and
deaths seem as distant, in spite of the sight of them as the news
of a road accident in Australia. If the film had followed one
group of people and given them identities, their sufferings would
have reached the viewer and moved him, but these random shots
of nameless, in fact non-existent, people seemed completely
meaningless.

In a way, although the shots were gruesome, they didn't
really paint the picture black enough. In spite of claiming that
there are about sixty major targets in Britain and suggesting
that five or ten megaton bombs would be used, the fi,lm showed
the effects of a single megaton bomb on one town in Kent.
The main sources were the bombs on Nagasaki and Hirashima
and the conventional bombing of Dresden. These were horrify-
ing events, but at least the countries involved have recovered
from them, whereas one felt that after a nuclear war now, there
would be very few people left alive to burn all the bodies.

There are many other criticisms. Occasionally the film crept
off into episodes that were in such a context irrevelant. Who is
concerned by the faint possibility of two civilians being executed
after such a disaster as this? This is again a very cold-blooded
view of the film, but it must be remembered that we are used to
the idea that a nuclear war could be the end of our world. The
film told us nothing new in this respect.



In spite of these and other criticisms, I would, however, st111
congratulate the producers. The handling was poor-.an attempt
to be impersonal and completely documentary while st111 quite
distinctly, and sometimes sarcastically, giving a personal view-
point-but the idea and the nerve to carry it out certainly deserve
praise. In spite of the failure of this film, I stlll felt that another
attempt could be well-worth waiting for. N. TATAM.

"HERZOG" by Saul Bellow
PENGUIN 2398

MOSES E. Herzog, an educated middle-class Jew, tortured by his
impotence towards the world as portrayed by his ex-wife,
Madeline. He is seeking for something on which he can base
his life, the novelty being that Herzog expresses himself and
his ideas in the form of letters, which he is constantly writing
but never posts.

In these Herzog endeavours to eluclidate his dilemma by
putting on paper his beliefs, in order that he may produce one
of these Litterae Scriptae containing the essence that is Moses
Elkanah Herzog.

During this period of industry we meet the characters who
form the hero. Ramona, a lover; his daughter, Junie; son,
Marco; ex-wives, Daisy and Madeleine. Mama and Papa Herzog
and brothers and sister are brought to life as Herzog reminisces.
These characters form the platform upon which we are able to
construct Herzog's personality in order that we may know him
and his troubles.

The book's theme is pain. In it Bellow has tried to portray
pain in all its forms. The pain which an individual must suffer
because he is a member of modern society. Herzog's failure
plagues him and his future seems but a void. However, as the
book progresses and Herzog mends, one message becomes clear,
believe in life and believe in yourself and you will win through.

As a novel this is a great book. It sets forth a philosophy of
life in a new form, drawing from such sources as Marx, Nietzsche,
Kierkegaard, Tolstoy, Eisenhower, Kennedy and MacNamara. All
in all, the book can be descrIbed in two words, .. an experience."

N. W. BOND.
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MAHLER SYMPHONY No.
IN E FLA T MAJOR

8

Erna Spoorenberg, Gwyneth Jones, Gwyneth Annear
(sopranos), Anna Reynolds, Norma Procter (contraltos), John
Mitchinson (tenor), Vladimir Ruzdjak (baritone), Donald
McIntyre (bass), Leeds Festival Chorus, Orpington Junior Singers,
Highgate School Boys' Choir, Finchley Children's Music Group,
London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus conducted by Leonard
Bernstein wtth Hans Vollenweider (organ).

CBS (M) BRG 72491-2.

This is truly a great Mahler issue; possibly the greatest.
Leonard Bernstein has quickly become known in the U.S.A. and
in Europe as one of the few conductors alive whb are able to
Interpret Mahler as Mahler would wish to be interpreted-as any-
one who heard the "Mahler fest" concerts last Easter will know.
Further, the Eighth symphony ("Symphony of a Thousand")
is possibly the greatest of the nine (or ten, if one includes Deryck
Cooke's performing version of the unfinished tenth) and there-
fore deserves nothing but the best by way of orchestral and
choral forces, interpretation and technical facilities. Certainly
the CBS issue-long awaited in musical circles-gives all these,
and more. I have no hesitation in recommending this stupendous
recording.

The "Symphony of a Thousand" is in two parts: the first is
based on the Latin text "Veni, Creator Spiritus", the second part
on the closing lines of Goethe's" Faustus." Certainly, the Latin
hymn receives an intensely moving performance as in fact does
the second part. However, this very long second part, whilst
containing some of Mahler's most inspired orchestral composition,
does not really" fit in" with the religious overtones of "Veni
Creator". Without a first class performance it tends to lose its
significance and becomes too disjointed from the "Veni Creator"
to give an overall unity to the work: rather, it splits the symphony
up into No. 8a and No. 8b. However, the singing of the soloists
and vast choirs-which include many children-casts away any
doubts from the listener's mind; he knows that this is one
symphony and one alone.

The only reservations I can find with this performance are
concerned with Bernstein's tempo changes, which are often rather
too sudden, and are often not quite what Mahler actually
required. Mahler's score was, in fact, quite explicit about differ-
ing tempi, and it is purely a matter of taste as to whether one
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prefers Mahler's intentions or Bernstein's interpretations. Per-
sonally I prefer Bernstein's version. In comparison, a tape
recording of the work played exactly as Mahler would have wished
seems, in parts, rather too fast; in others, rather too drawn out.

As for the technicalities of the actual recording, there is no
point on which I can condemn the records. Mahler's music is
so complete that it is difficult to record it well in any case, but
CBS have done a splendid job. I have not heard the stereo
version, but the mono recording is clear and well-balanced. The
brass at the end of the fast part does seem a little heavy but this
seems to be a shortcoming of the symphony in all performances.
This does not detract from the overall performance, and all in
all I have no hesitation in recommending the two-record set,
even though the cost (64s. 6d. plus lis. 6d. P.T.) is, perhaps, rather
heavy. M. J. DRURY.

THE YARDBIRDS L.P.
COLUMBIA SX6063.

IT HAS happenel; they have done it. After waiting, hoping and
expecting something unusual, the fans have been rewarded for
their patience.

The Yardbirds have become really famous, or notorious, only
in the last year or so, and their first L.P. did not really g-et the
publicity it needed. However, with this L.P. it is different. This
time Jeff Beck is featured on lead guitar.

It lives up to all its eXtPectations. Each of the twelve tracks
has been penned by the group and the production is by Paul
Samwell-Smith and Simon NaDler-Bell. Each track has some-
thing different, strange and electric in it, except for" Farewell,"
which is fairly conventional, although it does portray Chris
Dreja's skill on piano. The percussion work performed by Jim
McCarty is of the highest standard, but one cannot leave out
Jeff Beck, who must be complimented for his expert playing and
his excellent guitar effects shown on "The Nazz Are Blue," on
which he sings as well.

I must make it clear that this L.P. is not to be played while
nervous or neurotic people are present. No wonder the yardbirds
are described as being weird, wild and wonderful.

R. W. PHIPPS.

THE VISIT
By FRffiDRICIH DUERRENMATT

THIS is the sixth [play to be performed by Group 62 at the Civic
Theatre and, I believe, their best. The plot is built around the
clash between the desire for prosperity and the necessity for
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justice and morality. A woman, wronged by her lover as a girl,
returns to her hometown, now run-down and poverty-stricken,
as the richest woman in the world. She off-ers to give the town
one billion marks in ex.change for the life of her one-time lover.
The townspeople promptly reject her offer, but gradually, as their
desire for prosperity increases, their hearts harden towards the
lover, now a broken-down, middle-aged shopkeeper, and
eventually they succumb.

With very few exceptions, the acting and casting were
excellent-Morfudd Arrand, as the multi-millionairess, Claire
Zachanassian, played her part superbly; she realised that
eventually the townspeople must inevitably succomb, and she
waited casually and almost evilly for this time. But she also
managed to work into the part the fact that, although she had
been very deeply hurt and wronged, she still loved Anton, and
it was possible at time,:; to understand her viewpoint, and even
pity her.

Ernest Hall, as the lover, Anton SChlU, was also excellently
cast. As the play wore on, his unhappiness and degradation
grew, until on the day of the murder he was suddenly filled with
strange courage and dignity, and was able to face UP to death
fearlessly.

There were several other good portrayals, notablY that of the
schoolmaster by stephen Rimmington, who was torn between his
desire for pros~erity and his desire for justice. Finally he took
to drink, and was just prevented from disclosing the true facts
to the Press; but eventually he too was forced to accept Madame
Zachanassian's offer.

But, of course, no play is complete without a good lighting
system; the lighting in .. The Visit" was nothing out of the
ordinary, since only plain white light was used. But the montoony
was broken up by the use of spotlights to highlight and
lUuminate the scenes. An interesting feature was the use of
.. cyclorama" - this works on basically the same principle as
the slide projector, only here the image is projected on the back-
drop, and the slide is com,pletely separate from the lamp house.

The costuming was simple but effective, and the change from
the shabbiness of poverty to the richness and neatness of
prosperity was most strikingly brought home by the costumes.

And finally the sets; these too were simple, but also effective
(all the sets were made by members of the group) and in a way
they too showed the change from poverty to prosperity.

So all in all the play was very enjoyable, and well worth a
.. visit." R. S. ARRAND.
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THE VISIT
By FRIEDRICK DURRENMATT

ORIGINALLY written in German, this is the best-known play by
the most important living dramatist writing in German.
Dtirrenmatt, who is Swiss, wrote this play, then called "Der
Besuch der alten Dame", in 1956. It was performed in London in
1960 following a long run on Broadway and an extensive tour of
America. In 1966, it reached the Civic Theatre, Scunthorpe,
where it was performed by Group '62. Dtirrenmatt is concerned
with the primitive evil behind contemporary society throughout
his works and "The Visit" is no exception.

The play is centred on the town of Guellen and, since the
theme is evil which is eternally present, the time is necessarily
the present. Guellen, once a very prosperous industrial com-
munity has been hit by a depression; factories have closed down,
unemployment and poverty have taken their toll. The people
are heartened by the news of the pending visit of a native of
the town, Claire Zachanassian, who is now a multi-millionairess.
Hoping for help, the people greet her arrival enthusiastically
and are rewarded, so they think, with the promise of a billion
marks-on one condition. The people must kill a leading citizen,
Anton Schill, who was Claire's lover and by whom she was
wronged. The first act ends with a flat rejection of the offer by
the Mayor.

The second act opens with the immediate realisation that
the people have changed their minds and are intent on the life
of Schill. This change of heart was symbolised by the change
of costume from the rags of poverty to the finery of affluence.
The evil, present in Claire, which gradually overtakes the town,
is symbolised in typical Dtirrenmatt fashion by the presence of
an escaped black panther lurking in the town and its surrounds.
This black panther shows us Dtirrenmatt's conception of the
essential nature of evil. The play comes to a climax when even
Schill's family turn against him and he is killed. Near the end
the schoolmaster and priest, who in such positions of trust
symbolise the honesty of the community once present now gone,
discover the truth. It was Claire who caused the depression by
buying and closing the factories. They attempt to prevent the
murder and in the failure of the attempt lies Dtirrenmatt's
pessimistic condemnation of society.

Group '62 which is, I believe, amateur, brought out the theme
with great skill and understanding. That this is true, was proved
by audience reaction at the end of the play. An old woman,
shivering, was heard to stutter, "horrible".
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The part of Claire was superbly portrayed by Morfudd Arrand
who seemed made for the role. Ernest Hall as Anton Schill,
however, seemed always to be conscious that he was acting. Thus
he lacked sincerity and did not seem to care about his fate. Also
deserving credit is the prompter who never missed a cue and who
could be heard clearly at the back of the hall.

The staging, scenery and costumes showed real use of
imagination. Particularly interesting was the use of cyclorama
and back-projection.

The net result was a very satisfying evening's entertainment.
Congratulations to Group '62 on an excellent performance of a
complex and demanding play. M. JOHNSON.

" WAITING FOR GODOT"
by Samuel Becket

PRESENTED BY THE LOWER SIXTH ON 11th JULY

AND so on the evening of July 11th an unsuspecting audience
found themselves musically and dramatically assaulted by the
Lower Sixth's production of "Waiting for Godot." If Samuel
Beckett did not have Charlie Mingus in mind when he wrote this
particular piece de theatre, the introductory music played by the
aforementioned jazz musician was a more than adequate
emotional aperitif.

The play opens and one half of mankind appears and takes
off his boot. We are presented with Beckett's pessimistic vision
of homo sapiens in the persons of Vladimir and Estragon, two
tramps caught in an eternal cycle of hope and despair, awaiting
salvation by the vaguely familiar" Mr. Godot."

Vladimir, of the two, the more emotional, the more domineer-
ing, the constipated, found expression in the actions of Sam
WrIght. His interpretation was at times, unfortunately for those
not educated in Brechtian alienation, raised to the Olympian
heIghts of speechlessness. He did, however, present us with a
firmly distinctive portrayal of the most complex character in
the play.

George Barker's Estragon, the sardonic realist, tormented by
his own practicality of mind and completely dependent upon hIs
inconsistent partner, was masterfully carried off.

And so the two tramps are playing out their grotesque comedy
when into their world burst Pozzo and Lucky, driver and driven,
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exploiter and exploited. As the fear of Vladimir and Estragon
turns to curiosity, so our interest in them turns to recognition.

Pozzzo, at whom we can laugh while still in dread (we are
reminded here of Hitler) was very competently displayed by Nigel
Bond.

Lucky, downtrodden in the extreme, reduced to servitude,
eating, breathing, even thinking at his master's command, his
sole speech, a long soliloquy of disjointed emotions, was very
effectively delivered by Malcolm Drury.

There is one other character: a boy messenger, perhaps a
Christ figure, whose nervous beckonings were portrayed by a third
year, Andrew McCarthy.

These five characters successfully held the stage in this two
hour fiurry of non-action, made possible by a very smooth and
effective production. A. W. SQUIRE.

"NEXT TIME I'LL
YOU"

by James Saunders

SING TO

PRESENTED BY THE LOWER SIXTH ON WEDNESDAY,
20th JULY.

IF " Next Time I'll Sing To You" has a fault, it is that its author
has set too rigidly the meanings which can be drawn from it by
the audience. This has not, however, prevented it from being a
very amusing and intellectually entertaining play. It is a play
which is very much orientated to the professional theatre and
so it is even more to the credit of this group to have succeeded
in their production of it.

The theme is the examination of the reasons for mankind's
existence and in particular the existence of one man, the Hermit,
by a group of actors whose widely differing personalities provide
the arguments and questions.

There is Meff, played by Steve Hardy, excellently cast as the
inevitable joker who sees the humour of each arising situation
with probably more true understanding than he himself realises.
There is Dust, the cynic, the critical analyst of the group, played
by Aidan Squire, who brought the essential confidence and aplomb
to the part, and performed the double feat of also producing the
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play with Judith Stringer. Jane Foreman, the other member of
the group, from the High School, gave an enthusiastic and vital
portrayal of Lizzie, the symbol of lIfe in all its tremblIng
voluptuous innocence.

The agent provocateur, the catalyst in this experiment in
human self-revelation is Rudge,who simply, perhaps naively,
requests an answer to a problem which is beyond answer. Terry
Brookes, although inevitably overshadowed by the eloquent Dust
in the action, emerged as a very able actor in the soliloquies,
which are a feature of the part, expressing them with feeling,
timing and control. Finally there is the actor who plays the
Hermit and who, with actor's vanity, comes to identify himself
with his prototype. He provides the hub around which the others
try to build their ideas. Nick Dew may not have reached all the
possible emotional peaks, but he displayed a new and interest-
ing aspect of this character's personalIty in this performance.

The production had a refreshing professional quality, which
avoided neat existentialIsm, the value of which is very much in
doubt, and provided, with the help of Bill Porter's lighting, a
satisfying and stimulating evening's entertainment.

C. R. NAYLOR.

SVERIGE '66
THE RECORD OF A VISIT TO SWEDEN IN T'HE, SUMMER

OF 1966 by M. J. DRURY, J. A. BROOME and R. W. PIGGOTT

EARLY on the morning of July 13th we caught a train to take
us to Harwich, where we were to board PrinzenlInien's "Prins
Hamlet," a brand-new Ferry, to take us to Bremerhaven,
Germany, on the first leg of our trip to Sweden. A coach
whisked us to Hamburg, where we spent our first night, and
the following morning we missed the early train to Travemunde,
having been given wrong informati.on, and so missed the ferry
boat" Krdnprins Carl Gustaf" to Halmstad, Sweden. However,
after spending a cold day in rain-lashed Travemiinde" we boarded
the ferry the next morning and reached Halmstad after a twelvp.-
hour voyage in the Baltic. But the sailing was behind schedule,
and it was too late to find the vandrarhem (youth hostel), so
we sleiPt in oUr tent (kindly loaned by Mr. Jarvis) having walked
at least twelve miles (or so it seemed) to find a suitable camping
site.
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The next morning we took a train to G5tebor~. As it was
raining when we al'Tived at this, the second city of Sweden, we
spent most of the day on and aro:md the ra'lway statton,
emerging only to book three beds in a vandrarh~m. We spent the
evening talking to a very unpatriotic gen tlem~l1 from Slough,
Bucks. The following day we had a look round G5teborg's ship-
yard, and then took a train to perhaps the most modern of
the Towns we visited, Trollhiittan, the home of s:JUthern Sweden's
hydro-electric:JJ power. The name means" The Troll's Head":
an impressive piece of masonry ju~ting out of the Gota Alv.
Here we stayed in a vandrarhem which we at first mistook for an
expensive hotel. The town is set in a beautiful valley, and is
famed for its impressive waterfalls (from which the water is
more often than not held back, for economic reasons, although
we were fortunate enough to witness them in all th,eir glory) and
the" Kings' Throne," a throne hewn out of solid rock and bearing
the signatures Of all S.weden's monarchs for many centuries.
Our stay in Trollhiittan was extremely pleasant; we were
blessed with the magnificent weather which was to persist for
the next ten days, although existing on one meal a day, as we
were, temperatures of 70 degrees by 7-30 a.m. are not exactly
conducive to good early-morning morale!

After a visit to one of the power stations, we left Trollhiittan
to continue our circular railway tour of southern and central
SWeden. Our next major stoP was Stockholm, but we took our
time in getting here, and siPent many pleasant days amidst the
wonderful lake-strewn scenery of this part of Sweden. Eventu8.11y
we attained the northernmost point of our journey, Borlange,
a town with no youth hostel, and so a town where we were
compelled to use our tent - this time on a building site next
door to a bog and a railway shunting yard! At that moment,
we were on a parallel with the Shetland Islands, and were
enjoying temperatures well into the nineties.

OUf holiday had begun on a rather depressing note, because
of the weather, and the inefficiency of our shipping agents, but
by the time we had left Goteborg we had put all that behind
us, and were really enjoying our travels.

We awoke early on the morning of the 21st to find the sun-
light streaming down as usual, and struck the tent, then moved
on our way. We had a snack ~a relative luxury!) in the modern
station restaurant, and soon afterwards we boarded the train
for Stockholm.

Sweden's capital was remarkable different from the busy
cities in EJngland. Cars, buses and lorries still ploughed along
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the thoroughfares, and the pavements were thronged with people,
but we felt that there was ohe thing which made the whole city
seem entirely foreign to what we were accustomed to. This was
the cleanliness of the place. What a change it was from the
grimy, smoke-filled streets of Manchester or Leeds to walk into
a pure, clean atmosphere, where the wide oiPen spaces gave us
a true impression of what a capital city should be like. In the
evening we went for a walk by the waters of the Miilax Alv, and
watched the sun sink slowly beyond the horizon, as the night-
life began with the opening of Stockholm's equivalent to the
famous Tivoli Gardens in Gopenhagen. People would be there
until all hours of the morning, but unfortunately the regulations
of the Swedish vandrarhems stipulated that we had to be in bed
by 11 p.m., and so were were unable to experience the excitement
and gaiety of the occasion. (Perhaps this was just as well - we
had to watch what we did with our mohey! Things cost half as
much again as they do in England>'

There were many unforgettable characters In the hostel - an
Italian who had lost his Travellers' Gheques and could not speak
a word of Swedish or English, and" Irish," a boy who was
amazed when we told him we only had one good mEal a day!

The next morning we left our hostel and looked around the
waterfronts of the city before visiting the National Museum of
Art. All too soon it was midday, and we had to leave for our
next destination, which was the town of MjOlby. The vandrarhem
here was small but very comfortable, and we had an early night
so that we would not be too tired on the journey south to
Malmo.

The train was crowded, but we finally secured three seats,
and remarked on the contrast between the hilly forested area
we had passed through earlier and the agricultural character of
the landscape through which we were travelling. The train ,rJUlIcd
into Malmo Central at midday, and we made for the ferry
station immediately so that we could get across the Oresund and
into Copenhagen as early as possible. There was no formality
of passport or customs checks (an arrangemeht which applles to
the Scandinavian countries), and the ferry arrived in Copenhagen
only 90 minutes after leaving Swedish soil. (A hydrofoil service

- Flygbatarna - claimed it could do the trip in 35 minutes, but
it was too expensive!) Accommodation in the capital was
impossible, but we stayed long enough to discover the beauty and
gaiety of wonderful Copenhagen. One entire traffic-free street
in the old town was filled with pavemeht artists.
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So we took a train north to Helsingor, where we were able
to find room in the youth hostel - an absolutely palatrial place.
The journey there through the Danish landscape was reminiscent
of eastern England. Helsingor is an important road and rail
terminal for Swedo-Danish traffic, the distance across the
Oresund being no more than two miles at this point. The town
is famous for Kronborg Castle, in connection with Shakespeare's
"Hamlet," which commands a fine view of the Oresund, having
been built there for strategic reasons. The maritime museum
in the castle contained a wonderful display of the history of
Danish seafaring.

Crossing the Oresund, a very busy shipping lane, we returned
to Sweden - to Helsingborg, Sweden's gateway to the Continent.
Then we travelled north along the coast to Angelholm, a town
typical of modern Swedish planning, its industries carefully
disguised in the surrounding coniferous forest which reached
out to the sandy beaches of the Kattegat.

A final train journey north completed our circuit to Halmstad.
It was at the youth hostel there that we were able to see the
World Cup on Swedish television; but among the audience were
twenty Germans, 0iPPosed to ourselves and three other EngliSh
boys! The fact that the commentary was in English made little
difference, and the Germans were finaTIy mad-e to admit that
England were the best team! In the evening we watched
"Mannen Fram U.N.C.L.E." (!) in English (with Swedish sub-
titles), followed by an American film. An enjoyable way of learn-
ing a foreign language!

We left Halmstad in the following evening on board the
"Kronprins Carl Gustaf," wishing we could take Sweden bacl~
home with us!

On refiection, one or two things stand out immediately. We
seem to have spent a fortune on postcards! Swedish youth
hostels impressed us - in fact, they do not even bear comparison
with their counterparts in England! Unfortunately, the same
cannot be said of Swedish girls; blonde hair looked like an
affliction than an attraction. In conclusion, we had a most
enjoyable holiday and gained valuable experience for our future
travels!

A rea>ort of the visit, written for the schoOl governors, should
be available in the school library for anyone who is interested.
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COMMERCIAL RADIO

RADIO CAROLINE, now with fewer listeners than only the Light
on 1500m., began broadcasting in March, 1954. To be exact, on
Good Friday, the 27th March, Radio Caroline dropped anchor off
Harwich and began test broadca.<>ts. A few days later, on Easter
Sunday, tests having been completed, Radio Caroline went on
the air - Britain's first commercial radio station.

Radio Atlanta followed a month or so later. Atlanta was
the first commercial radio station to be conceived, but Mr. Ronan
O'Reilley heard about Atlanta and had Caroline on the air in
only a month, and the same ship (MY Caroline) and station have
been on the air ever since. Later Radio Caroline and Atlanta
amalgamated as Planet Productions, but kept the name
.. Caroline" for the two stations.

'Then came" Screaming Lord Sutch" with Sutch Radio.
He believed in such audience attractions as reading" Lady
Chatterley" and" Fanny Hill" over the air at midnight. Later
the station was bought by Galvert, who changed the name to
Radio City. Then, when the station was going downhill, he sold
out to Radio Caroline (Planet Productions) but later tried to
sell the station which he then did not own. A Caroline boarding
party went out under the direction of Commander Smedley (a
former chairman of the Liberal Party) to sort things out, which
led to the argument in which C'alvert got shot.

At Christmas, 1965, Radio London began transmissions from
just a mile or so from Caroline South. Caroline was on 201m.,
out of the way and hardly likely to be found by chance. London
chose 2:66, to tune from the Home to the Light one must tune
through Radio London. Caroline South (formerly Atlanta)
pushed out a signal of about 20,000 watts. London had a signal
strength of 50,000 watts. Now Caroline South is on interference-
free 254m. (they say 259 _ it rhymes with C'aroline) and has a
S/ignall istrength of 50,000 watts. Radio London has recently
answered with 70,000 watts, but has not recaptured its former
lead in audience figures. During the first half of this year London
had a peak of 1.6 million, and Caroline 1 million listeners. Now
London has still 1.6 million but Caroline South 2 million listeners.

To complete this history of the pirates, here is a run-down
of them in order of wave length:
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Tower Television T.V. channell (45 M cis.)
Caroline North 199m. 10,000 watts
Radio Essex 222m. 25,000 watts

*Radio England 228m. 20,000 watts';'
Radio Scotland 242m. 24,000 watts
Caroline South 254m. 50,000 watts
Radio London 266m. 70,000 watts
Radio 270 . 270m. 10,000 watts
Radio City 299m. 25,000 watts t

*Radio Britain 355m. 30,000 wattst
Radio 390 390m. 40,000 wattst

*Broadcast from the same ship and are
American-owned.

t,Estimated, as these stations will either
not reveal their strength or give them-
selves preposterously untrue strength.

Caroline North hOW' broadcasts on 259 meters instead of 199,
from midnight until 2 a.m.

It is interesting to note how the foreign-owned stations give
themselves the name" London," "England" and" Britain."

But what of the future? Mr. Ted Allberry, managing
director of Radio 390, believes" We will all have to pack up and
go home. Like all spiteful legislation, the Marine Bill is really
very good." It would seem that Mr. Allberry has now been forced
in through his back door.

The Marine Bill was published in the Commons last July and
is expected to be taken through both Houses by next February
and is coming into operation a month later. Its provisions take
the form of a wall around the pirates cutting their lines: All
those who serve or supply them. would commit an offence; it will
be unlawful to provide a ship or radio equipment for use in pirate
broadcasts, to instal or repair the ,equipment, to supply or carry
any goods to the station, or to carry anyone to or from the station;
any person who supplies records, taipes, or other recorded material
for pirates' programmes will be legally answerable. SimilarlY,
it will be an offence to advertise on the pirate stations, either
directly or through an advertising agency, and to publish details
of the broadcasting programmes. Proce,edings under the bill may
be taken in any part of Britain, and its provisions may be
extended to the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.

A post office spokesman stressed that the Bill will not provide
for the use of force - there will be no need to resort to boarding
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parties. The m!:',ximum penalties are two years in prison and, or,
a fine.

The pirates talk bravely of fighting these new methods. A
Radio Caroline spokesman said: "Of course, the bill will have
some effect upon our operations; certain changes and alternative
arrangements will have to be made - but there is no intention
of our going off the air. " This view is general among the jpirate
stations. These mysterious new arrangements and hints of help
from other quarters seem sufficient to keep them afloat - they
hope.

One of the chief charges against the pirates is that they
infringe the law of copyright by playing records without the
permission of The British Copyright Council. In fact, 4 stations,
Radio Caroline North Hnd South, Radio London and Radio
390, do pay the Performing Rights Society.

The B.B.C.'s objections contain no mention of the competition
for listeners. The official view is only" The pirates are illegal.
They pay no regard to international agreements on the alloca-
tion of wavelengths, and cause severe interference with foreign
stations." But it was the trend set by the pirate stations that
influenced the B.B.C'. to introduce pop music shows after midnight.
They choose as one of their disc jockeys for this purpose, Simon
Dee; he announced the very first programme, the dean of all
the pirate radio announcers. On hiring Mr. Dee, the B.RC.
declared: "His experience will be very useful." (Radio Caroline's
transmitters, incidentally, were set up by experienced ex-B.B.C.
engineers) .

But a new aJld brighter future could be opening UP. I asked
the G.P.O. about the future of local sound broadcasting, and
they said:

" The position is that the Government is currently reviewing
the future development of broadcasting, including the possible
introduction of local sound broadcasting, and it is not possible
to anticipate the outcome of that review.

In the circumstances, therefore, we are not formally register-
ing apphcatlOns to operate local sound broadcasting stations, but
I can assure you that any decision to licence such a service
would be widely publicised, together with the conditions for its
0peration to give all eligible and interested parties an equal
opportunity to 8pply for a licence."

That was in August, and the White Paper has still not
appeared.
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There is, however, one exception, Manx Radio. Manx Radio
has only a strength of 1,000 watts, but covers the island amply.
In spit,e of Caroline North (the original Caroline ship) which is
ten times as strong, Manx Radio claimes 80rf" of the Manx radio
audience.

Manx Radio, with the blessing of the Isle of Man GovernmehL,
and after some haggling by the British GJvernment, first went
on the air in June, 1964, a joint enter!Jr~se of pye of Cambridge
and Mr. Richard Meyer, a spare, energetic man with an impressive
career in radio and television.

Many people think the station ought to ba the model for the
future, especially those who have registered over 100 companies
in the hope that one day local commercial stations will be licenced
in BrItain. America has a network of 4,000 local stations, and
even Australia, with a much smaller po,pulation than Britain, has
more than 100.

Whatever the outcome, there is, in this country, too tight
a hold on radio waves at present, and it does not look as if the
Government will relax this hold.

A. P. F. GRAEME.

SEX AND MORALITY
A COMMENT ON THE REPORT PRESENTED BY THE

BRITISH COUNCIL OF CHUROHES

THE ATTITUDE of our society to sex is changing. As the
Victorian era disappears from view things are said and written
without remark that would 'formerly have caused an almost
hysterical reaction. The impact of psychology, science and
secular thought has emphasised the belief that Victorian views
are both outmoded and absurd. It is for these reasons that the
British Council of Churches commissioned a report on how the
Church could restate and present most effectively the Christian
view of sex. The report concluded that a l1beralisation of the
Church's views was required and that poor education about sex
caused confusion and emotional difficulties in many people.

The Working Party that produced the Report wanted to
present a positive ap,proach. Christianity should not always say
"Thou shalt not." They also abandoned the concept of morals as
a rigid code. Recent philosophical developments have led us to
believe that it is completely false to regard moral laws as entirely
rigid. The law is merely a convenient general rule around which
to build a standard of conduct. Unlike the law of conservation
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of energy, it has no precise meaning. The definition of the terms
of a moral law produce uncertainty. For example, most of us
would agree that to drive away and sell a parked car is stealing,
but is private investment and speculation stealing? Some would
say it is. The consequence of private investment and speculation
can be very disagreeable to a great number of people, much worse
in fact than merely stealing a car. We must remember that
once investment was considered stealing and money-lending an
abhorred occupation. Only the oppressed minority, the Jews
debarred from other occupations, would pursue it.

Christians may claim that God gave them their code, but
man acted as an intermediary and man interprets the code.
Philosophers may put forward a natural law acceptabl'e to all
civilis ations , but anthropological and historical studies tend to
discredit this.

Other civilisations have codes very different from ours; it
cannot be claiffied 'that these are more primitive. The Ten
Commandni'ents are very old indeed, and there is no evidence
that our society is socially very advanced.

If men produced oUr moral code, why should it be binding on
men? Surely it is equallY justifiable to base our conduct on
self-analysis. Our emotions would lead us astray, of course; the
conscience is not an infalllble guide. We would cheat and ignore
new rules of conduct as we cheat and ignore the old. But may
it not be argued that Wf' are less likely to cheat if the rules of
conduct appear more relevant to man's present situation? This
may appear cynical, but I do not think that civilisation will ever
free itself from vices. The modern world, however, is not as
decadent compared with previous ages, as some would have us
beUeve. Nineteenth century England had at its top upper and
middle classes which were particularly prudish. Though these
classes took pains to appear to be free of sexual vice, the con-
sequences of their prudery may have been to make their children
emotionai misfits. The lower classes, on the other hand, were
neglected by the Church of England; vice and alcoholism were
rifle. Moral critics of our times often overlook the gin parlours,
slums and depra.vity caused by the industrial revolution. Let us
not !pretend that rigid Victorian morality produced a higher
level of personal morality.

This does not mean that a moral system built on conscience
is ideal. There are many criticisms of this approach. That
HiUer was not troubled by his conscience does not mean that his
actions were justifiable. We need some kind of mediator, for
it would be absurd to suggest that we are always capable of
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deciding alone on the right course of action. Human emotion
can be too strong and the mind is too poor a judge.

So, with reservations, morality must de';.end on guidelines
laid down by men. These guidelines may te flexible, but their
interpretation must rest on the fundamental proposition thaL
Christians must respect God and each ot:J.er; non-Christians
must respect each other.

The code on which we base our life is an ideal which we
strive to achieve. Some do better than others, not always
because they are better men, but because circumstances make it
easier for them to resist temptation.

One circumstance to which we devote too little of our
resources is education. Existing sex education in schools is poor
and not tied to valid education in citizenship. These things
are not provided by the majority of modern parents, so it is
essential for Church and State to work together to produce a
really useful programme of education, not just for Christians, but
for everyone. By diSlI)osing of the present "0" Level syllabuses in
several subjects and substituting for them an integrated human
relations course, the new generation might come to see better,
although not perfectly, what life is about and how to live it.
A parallel course for modern school pupils and a reappraisal of
youth fellowship schemes aimed at working youths is needed.
This sort of thing is called in for the Report. Why does the
Church seem content to ignore it? There might at last be
progress towards the more efficient educatIon of the educators.
R.I. teaching in schools is notoriously backward and is treated
as an unimportant minority time subject. Why does the Church
not attack its so-caUed problems at the roots and wake up so
that it may wake us up. S. S. WRIGHT.

PUFF PUFF - YOU)RE DEAD
SMOKING wastes money, looks childish and kills. Yes, it kills,
and kills slowly. It does not just kill the next man - it k1Hs
YOU!

" What a load of rubbish! .. you say. But you are not saying
it out of indignation; you are desperately trying to convince
yourself that if you smoke you will not die - but you will. Not
now, but when you al"e forty or sixty or eighty, you will cease
to exist - and it will have been your fault.

As you still refuse to believe me, perhaps this thought will
convince you. For every cigarette that you smoke, you lose half-
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an-hour of your life. I know that half-an-hour does not sound
a great deal to you, so I will put it this way. If you smoke twenty
a day for a year then, working on the same princi!Jle, you will
lose a complete year; or if yon smoke twenty a day for the rest
of your life, then your chances of reaching old age are halved.

I asked a friend of mine why he did not give up smoking
in spite of the danger. He replied that he did not want to reach
the misery of old age. Just wait, my friend, until you are old,
then see if yoU treat life, your own life, so cheaply.

Smoking is childish. When I see boys or girls smoking, then
I see people who are unsure of their maturity So they try to
look adult by copying what seems to them an adult habit.

I will not horrify you with the details of the various diseases
caused and encouraged by smoking. They can affect any part
of th1e body, directly or indirectly. Have you noticed that when
you smoke the smoke that is blue when it enters your lungs
is brown when it comes out. Imagine what has been left in yom
lungs, which have the function of replenishing your blood with
oxygen. Happy suicide. A. P. F. GRAEiME.

5th NOVEMBER AT LEWES
DURING the Half Term Holiday, I was lucky enough to have
the opportunity to visit Lewes on the 5th of November. Lewes
has a rfiPutation for colourful bonfire celebrations. Bonfire
Societies organise parades and bonfires, each Society having its
own quarter of Lewes. Bonfire boys and girls; dressed in varying
costumes march through the streets bearing torches of sheep's
wool dipped in paraffin and wired onto sticks.

The Town of Uewes suffered under the rule of James II when
many townspeople wei.'e burnt by the Catholics. The bonfire boys
remember these martyrs and also William of Orange. William
landed in Eingland on November 5th, 1688, to relireve the
Protestants from the reign of King James. Catholics are set upon
and effigies of Pope Paul are burned in the martyrs' honour.

I arrived at Lewes at about seven o'clock, accompanied by
my family and some relatives. The first thing we saw was a
wreath being laid on the War Memorial. The Memorial was
surrounded by parades and a large crowd had gathered. A
brilliant flave was ignited casting a lurid glow over the crowds,
making the parades difficult to see and filling the ~ir with the
sm;el1 of gunpowder. The bands struck up and played a verse
of "0 God Our Help In Ages Past." After the strains of this
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tune died down, the parades moved off into various streets. It
now started to rain quite heavily, but we followed a parade down
from the Memorial to the River Ouse.

At the river we stood on the Cliffe Bridge in the rain. After
a while the ,procession returned bearing an effigy of the martyrs'
memorial and a blazing tar barrel. The torches were now lighted
and cast a weird glow l1k'e a wall of light approaching us. Sbme
youths got in the way 01" the parade and had flaming torches
thrust in their faces by a bow-legged Red Indian to make them
get out of the way. The Memorial was placed in the middle of
the bridge and, with some difficulty, due to the rain, was ignited.

There was a blinding flash and the Memorial burst into
flame from hundreds of Roman C'andles on it, ignited by one very
fast-burning fuse. The wind bore all the ash in our direction,
and smoke blinded us. The smell of gunpowder hung heavily in
the air. Suddenly there was no smoke, the flames died down.
The bearer of the tar barrel stepped to the side of the bridge,
leant over the parapet and let it fall flaring into the river.
Bangers were ignited with sharp reports. The procession moved
off and policemen started to look out the offending banger
throwers. They were fiercely barracked, and derisive yells of

" Blak'e ? " and" Harry Roberts? " could be heard.

An hour of soaking standing followed, the inaction being
relieved by occasional glimpses of other torchlit parades and the
thundery ,echoes produced by air bombs. The tang of onions and
sausages induced us to purchase some hot-dogs which were being
sold from booths.

When it was nine o'clock, the Cliffe Bonfire Society led their
parade through the streets towards their bonflre sit'e. It stopped
raining. Bangers were thrown. Torches lay glittering in the
road, an old American cavalry s.ergeant cursed the weather and
all things in general. Thz pace increased as the Bonflre Boys
climbed up out Of the valley. At last We reached the bonfire.

It was ignited and effigies of Pope Paul V and Guy Fawkes
were burnt. The fire was in the bottom of a larg:e hollow and
a natural ampitheatre was illuminated by the fire. A Catholic
Bishop delivered a sermon and was barraged by bangers and
insults. Of course, he was not a real BishoP, but a Bonfire
Boy.

The fire burned strongly and set pieces were ignited which
burned with brilliant splendour. We were now able to see the
gaudy costumes of the Bonfire Boys. There were Vikings, Red
Indians, Norm::ms, C'avaliers, and scantily clad concubine
maidens.
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At last it was all aver, and we returned ta aur car. I can
still vividly remember the raucaus singing and the glaw af
tarches lighting up the painted faces af Red Indians and Vikings.
If I ever g,et a chance ta return ta Lewes on Navember 5th, I
certainly shall. A. WHALL.

VISION OF THE DAY
OF JUDGEMENT

I SAT UP in bed, matianless. Again I heard thase scuffling
noises. I quietly slipped aut of bed, dressed myself Quickly, lifted
myself aver the windawsill and made far the graund, via the
drainpipe.

The Maan was full. This was strange, as my diary had
ihfarmed me that there shauld have been na moon at all an this
night, Midsummer's Night. The trees threw maving shadaws
on the grass every time the wind breathed. I peered in thraugh
the window inta the raam, where I saw abOut half a dazen field
mice dancing. Then suddenly my eyes grew dimmer, and far
a mament I saw nathing. When I laakJed again I saw na hause,
nO' familiar landscatPe. Far away I saw a heap af ruins. That
must have, been Lincaln Cathedral, I thaught. Far away ta
the west there was a great dame, white in colaur, alsa in ruins.

" That must have been the place af warship af my descendants,"
I decided.

To the east, a great light shane. There was a great thrane
made of gleaming gald with white-clad angels standing around
it. On the ~evel were millians af creatures, animals, insects. and
human being of all sorts, prehistaric, Saxon, twentieth-century
and future generatians af my time were all there.

I cauld not bear' the sight, sa I turned away. My eyes
dimmned again and then I was laaking at the mice thraugh the
windaw. DAVID M. BOOTH.

WHA T' S WRONG WITH
BRITISH CROOKS?

I WAS sitting the other day sipping champagne cacktail in a
West End bar with some af my criminal friends and the can-
versation turned, as it seems, to the old days, and with disturbing
regularity to the decline of the British craak.

Why is it that our ance great criminal traditian shaws every
sign of decadence and decay?
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The age af the gentleman murderer has gane. The
aristacrats af crime - and I am speaking as ane wha can
remember such geniuses as " Slasher" Tidmarsh and
"Scarface" Little Henry - must be turning aver in the quick-
lime. Little Henry never used a gun in his entire career. It
was, as he used ta put it, "not playing the game." His anly
weapan was the baot, a beautifully hand-made palice jOb wIth
highly-palished "Stanley" studs. What a master he was. He
cauld fell an aId ladY at two yards with the wind against him.

Tidmarsh, wha masterminded the Cleetharpes job, was neV!2r
withaut his cut-throat razor (now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum).

"He used it like a vialin," said ane af my campanians. "When
Tidmarsh went far a razzer it was like listening ta Yehudi
Menuhin."

Tidmarsh, a quiet, retiring man with gentle manners and
a soft, lilting vaice, would have been horrified bY' the new gangster
style af criminal. The thaught af shaoting a paliceman in the
back would have shocked him. Hie would slit his throat, and
the palice in a curiaus way respected him far it. They went
their way, he went his; but between the two there existed d¤1eiPly-
felt bandS' af mutual admiration and respect.

Alas in a warld af changing values, such conditians do not
apply. The crIminal taday can na longer regard himself as a
respectable member of the cammunity with a role ta play in
urban life.

One af my friends, Big SChoey, blames - and I think he
is right - the lack af leadership. In the days af "Spatty Bill."
"Tiny Fred" 0'1' "Lang Tall Harry," the humble criminal was
inspired by their firm sense af respansibility and decent Public
Schaal virtues. Taday there are na such men to match them.
Once British crime set an example to the rest of the world. Now
it is becoming a mere game in the hands of campetitars from
acrass the water. MICHAEL McCLEAVE.

RHODESIA
"IN NOVEMBER, 1965, the Rhadesian Gavernment declared
U.D.!. and seized an independence it still has." (Briggensian
April, 1966, page 116), and that statement still applies today
,- and Wilson can ga and stand on his head.

Mr. Smith has my whole-hearted suppart. The Rhadesian
methOd of educating the black masses seems ta me to be the
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only W8.y open - yet that is right, they must ALL be en-:lcated,
and not plunged into independence followed by the inevitable
revolutions, dictators and riots.

The only fault with Ian Smith is that he is forthright and
honest, and not theatrically gesticulating himSlelf into a crisis
and then lying himself out of it, like Mr. Wilson. Ian Smith
is less of a politician and more of a leader. Which brings me
on to a rather distateful subject. Mr. \Vilson and most of his
Cabihet are the only politicians that I can think of vlho managed
to find themslelves excuses for avoiding conscription during the
War. Ian Smith has, as a result of fighting for THIS country,
one large and one small eye - a disfigurement which the Late
Show saw fit to mimick. I wonder what Mr. Wilson's war-
wounds are like? Piles, perhaps!

The negroes are bett~er treated in Rhodesia and have a better
standard of living than those in most of the black dictatorships,
which conn' their citizens into thinking that they have a
democracy. The only trouble in Rhodesia is caused by the lesser
wiUed whites, and this type of trouble is over-public1sed. Also
some of the citizens of all-glorified Zambia have taken to
murdering poor homesteaders living anywhere near the border.
There is Press and radio censorship yOU will say - of course in
a country that has nearly the whole world against it.

I am totally sick 'Of people who argue that the Rhodesians
should give up a land so precious so them and which they fought
for so bravely in the past. One of thoSie people is Wilson, and
we may now laugh at him as he desperately tries to wriggle
himself out of this crisis. A. P. F. GRAEME.

A VISIT
SALE OF

TO SOTHEBY'S
VINTAGE CARS

ON a haIf term visit to London, I was informed that if I found
myself ait a loose end for an hour or two on the Thursday,
I should visit Earls Court where Sotheby's were auctioning
vintage cars, some of which were to be included in the London
to Brighton Vlinta,ge rally the following Saturday.

After an adventure on the Underground which involved
crossing a ridiculous number of lines, I eventually arrived,
clutching my symbol of hope for future prosperity, the school
scarf (whi,ch looks sufficiently like a university scarf to pass for
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one). Through the car park I went, dragging my companion,
who seemed quite prepared to spend all morning admiring the
cars there after me.

After the cold outside, the heat of the huilding hit me in a
wave of spotlights and frantic a<ctivity. Ail the famous models
of yesteryear were on display around the p8rimeter of the hall,
with pin-striped posteriors protruding from their bonnets, their
owners busily engaged in the pro'biem of how to spend their
money.

The sale of odds and ends had just begun. Assistants were
!perspiring under the glare of spotlights and the weight of the
exh1bits, which were in the main, brass headlamps. The
auctioneer, on his elevated rostrum, was getting warmed to his
task-,physically and metaphorically, as his seedy little eyes
shifted from left to right, spotting the raised programmes of
bidders. "Sold to that Gentleman for fifty pounds!"-I ask you,
fifty pounds for a brass headlamp! But that was nothing to the
fantastic prlc<es whieh were paid for the vintage cars, or "old
crocks" as the Daily Mail calls them.

And yet it was not the cars that interested me, it was the
Ibuyers. There was one magnificent specimen of American
prosperity, with his steely Igrey hair and fur coat, flapping
around his ankles and tickling his ne,ck at the same time, deter-
mined to buy an "automobile" for junior, and succeeding, as
the width of his cheque book would indicate.

Then there was the newscaster-Peter Snow. I marvelled
at his energy as he buzzed from one end of the room to the other
gathering information a!bout the sale of a 1910 Rolls Royce by
telegram for £9500-to an American of course. Mos<t definitely
a newscaster does not sit behind his desk all day!

Eventually my stomach gave a long low rumble and heralded
my departure from the ,pleasant scene of excitement, weaith
and enjoyment-Jrom Sotheby's point of view of course!

T. H. BROOKES.

A DAY'S FLYING
THE days came slower and slower and seemed more and more
boring. I was becoming worried too, worried because I thought
that ,the Headmaster might not give me the Saturday morning
off school. Will he? or will he not? This question lingered in
my mind. Then one evening my father came home and told
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me that the Headma.ster had given me the morning off. I was
so relieved that life seemed to start afresh.

I was to go ftying with the Air Training Corps, No. 195
Squadron of Grimsby. Plans had been in the making for weeks
and then-every.thing was final-we were to go ftying on Satur-
day, 22nd October, 1966. The final Friday came. School did
not finish quickly enough, but finally I wa.s home and donning
my uniform. I caulght the 17.55 bus and arrived at Grimsby.
The meeting wa.s essentiaHy ,to brIef the cadets on the morrow's
ftying. We were all e~cited-quite a number of us had never
ftown before. We learned all about the 'plane we were to fty.
The actual aeroplane I was to fty was waiting in NO.3 hangar
at R.A.F. Newton and its number was WP778-its name? The
Chipmunk. We tried on the parachute and studied the controls
and dials on a wall chart. All cadets had to turn up at 06.50
hours and report to the Cadet FUght Sergeant.

My mother wok,e me at 06.00 hours and I washed and put
on my unLform. I broke my fast while mother wa.s sewing two
'ftrst-class' cadet badges on my battledress blouse and greatcoat.
Soon I was ready and my grandfather arrived. He-a privat<!-
hire car driver'-was only too pleased to take me to my head-
quarters. I gratefully pocketed ten shiillings; then I was off.

It was Sitill pitch dark when I arrived at H.Q. but most of
the cadets were there. I bade my grand-father goodbye and
mixed-in with my friends. We lined up and did a little parade,
then came the roll-call. The bus was late. We all cheered when
at la.st it came and filed on. The offi,cers came on and we were
soon on the move.

I was reading a Profile on the Mess,erschmitt 109G fighter
of wor1d war two, a photograph, funnily enough of a 109 that
had 'pranged' (the e~ression used by cadets meaning cra.sh
landed). Suddenly the bus shuddered and vibrated vLgorously.
The air was filled wi,th the screeching of brakes. I, and everyone,
looked out of the front window of the bus and saw a baker's
lorry turning right. Evidently the bus driver had tried to over-
take the right-turning lorry. The lorry reared and loomed until
there was a splintering bang and the sound of steel grinding
against fibre gla.ss. The bus veered off into a small di<tch.
Ev,erything wa.s deathly silent then shock touched our spines
and entered our stomarchs. SoOme-one moved, then the bus
'became alive with the excited chatter of boys, each one rushing
to the windows to see what had ha.ppened. The bus backed out
of the ditch and parked, the lorry was already in a drive-a
hoOspital drive of all places? The lorry had a dented right wing
and bonnet. We only had a split wing-split be'cause it was fibre
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gla.s~had lost all nearside headlights and fl2.shers and a
buckled bumper.

We all settled down and set off again after a wa~t of perhaps
a quarter of an hour. Could this be an ill-omen? Would it be
significant of the future? But all was soon forgotten, or at least
the accident was put at the back of our mInds and we all dis-
,embarked at Newton. After forming up we marched to the
appropriate building where we were briefed for the flying. We
all handed in our 3822's-a small booklet of 'service' records-
to be fllled in, and waited until our numbers were called. Some
cadets smoked, others, including me watched the Chipmunks
take-off and land, while several pl'red chess. I became more
and more nervous untiL......

"Setterfield,-1388! Yours is up! WP778 over by the
hangars!"

All nervousness had gone. I was trying to visualise flying
as I walked up to the plane with the mechanic. 'She' pulled up
and cut the engine. The pilot and the cadet before me climbed
out. I asked him what if was like.

"Fab! "
"Fab" was all I could get out of him; perhaps that was aU

he could manage. Then, suddenly, as I was strapped in, we
came aware that I was sitting in an RA.F. training aircraft

- about to fly! The fieeling was, and still is, indescribable.
Now I was alone. Three apprentices were turhing and refuelina
the aircraft. "What is it really like? It is frightening? Is
it - fab? What are the sensations?" I soon found out.

The pilot was on the wing beside me.
"Ever flo,vn before? "
"No, ~;ir."

"
Just want to fly around, eh ? "

"Yes, sir."

" Don't. worry," he said as he climbed in in froht of me, " Sit
back, relf'lx and take everything in. I'm sure you'll enjoy it.
Good."

.

The canopy was closed abovle me. The cockpit was painted
in matt black, and all emergency knobs, etc., were painted yellow.
I put on my headiPhones.

" Comfortable? "
"Yes, sir."
Then control-tower was speaking to the pilot, who exchanged

querLes and answers.
"On?

,.

"On! "
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"Contact! "
"Contact! "
"Chocks away! "
The engine exploded into life, exuding a heavy black mass

of carbon monoxide. The plane was vibrating.
"Don't forget. When speaking to me, switch your 'mike'

to 'on' and as soon as you've finished, to 'off'. Okay?"
"Yes, sir."
Then we were moving, taxiing across the concrete and

then across the grass.
"Okay in the back? "
"Yes, sir."
"Good. Just relax."
We stopped at an indicated marshalllng point and ticked

over. Again he talked to control tower, and then we were off.
It was bumpy, but the grass sped past very fast. Then every-
thing was smooth. I looked down. I was airborne. The
altimeter swept on. "500 . . ." we turned to port.

"1,000 . . ." we turned to port again and climbed up and
up until we reached 4,000 feet. The fields, colll=cted together
made a fabulous J)attern, irregularly checked. Here and there
were trees, then a road - a railway! To starboard a town
exuding thick smoke.

"Over there, see? . . . Belvoir Castle." Then we were
over it.

"NoW to port. Belmont T.V. tower."
"Sir, is that Manchester on the horizon? "
"Yes, over there is Grantham."
And so on. Ev,erything and every town seemed within arms

reach, but yet were so far apart.
A tight bank to starboard.

" Weee !" My stomach seemed to leave. The earth tilted
right over, the plane seemed stationary.

"Would you like t,o take control?"
"Yes, sir."

"It's easy."
I took control. He Dut his hands on his head to make sure.
"Push the stick forward."
I barely nudged it, too frightened to, I think.

" Further."
I did. Right over, and suddenly all the earth a9peared in

front of me. My stomach left me again. We were in a shallow
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dive. I straightened her out then climbed. Again I "lost" my
stomach. The sensation is too good for words.

"Turn to starboard."
A little starbaard rudder, no extra throttle ~ we had enough,

the stick to starboard and pulled back a little to stop the air-
craft losing height.

"Good."
I had control for about ten minutes of the thirty I was

airborne, then. . . .

"I have control now."
I let go. Then we headed back for base. The plane wheeled

right over. My stomach protested again, but I was getting
accustomed to it. We levelled out, flew on for a few moments,
then everything weht quiet. The throttle lever was back; we
were on the flight" track" again. Wie dropped like a stone.
The feeling was rather like that of going over a huge humpback
bridge on a larger scale.

At 1,000 feet we levelled out and turned in to land. Out of
a possible thousand fields there was one. And out of its vast
acreage, there was one small strip. The fields became larger.
Most disappeared, then the individual houses became their
natural size. The ground rushed up at us and flew beneath.

The grass came higher, higher, then. . . bump!
There will never be anything the same as my first flight.

I am really disapvoint.ed that I cannot describe in full the
sights, sensation or the flight itself. I cannct find words - not
even a person with the largest vocabulary could - it is just
impossible. M. SETTERFIELD, LVA.

AN EXTRACT FROM
" BRIT ANNIA

J)

THE RED DRAGON

Turning, turning, ever turning.
But man must live,
And earth must die,
Entrails removed to burn,
To burn and fill an atmosphere,
To cough and choke.
For man must die.
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Black gold,
Glassy clear,
Traps files and leaves,
To burn.
The N.C.B. is all,
Is nought.

Black men rise,
In cages kept,
Suspended on a wire.
Passive faces in the inky still.
And every day a tear falls,
"Of course I am.
I cut and dig and sweat,
Black sweat.
To heat a million frozen bodies,
I take from the earth
And the earth will take back".

A pile stands,
A proud pile of unknown infinity.
And when it moves,
It moves, and moves,
And moves a house,
A chapel,
A body, young body.

A web of Ufe they weave,
They do not Uve,
Exist in blackness.

There they stood.
Concrete broiler,
Each day bring forth a man,
A man per house,
A castle else,
A family too.
Dark houses, all aUke,
Passive look on passive streets,
A deserted Ufe,
A Ufe of security,
And trial.
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A lapping fog,
Licks lingering forms,
In brilliant streams,
The sweat of life,
In glassy pavement sheets.
A giant wheel is dominant. . . .

The valleys run in symmetry,
To a deserted sea;
Narrow valleys of no floor;
Pack horses move,
And die.
Crystal water is all.
Crystal beer slakes a dry stained tongue.
Coal dust licks a soul;
A bottle files;
And bodies stagger
To an understanding spouse.

Back to the broilers.
Every day the same,
Houses similar,
Black. . . .

ON THE ABERFAN TRAGEDY

Silent it came;
Silent it slept.
No-one knew that sea.
The sea of brown,
Of light
Of death.

"They never felt a thing",
He screamed. . . .

On faces rivers flowed,
Rivers of anguish.
The world wept.

And they looked on.
"Watch us", they cried,
"We might do the same".
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A prayer was heard,
Unsaid.. . .
But why, why them?

The N.C.B. spoke.
Fifty pounds per head.
A life is gone and money offered.
Buy love, buy life,
Buy a m11lion years,
Buy a m11lion tears.

They dug, they dug;
An army dug
With nails and sweat,
In an endless sea.
Tiny bodies brought
Born in death.

forth.

Some survived-empty.

A Queen appeared and wept.
Her country wept.
She stared at a floral cross.
A heart ladened,
The heart of a Nation.

Prayer ascended. . . .
There is a better place.

The Traveller stared.
A feeble motion took his feet,
His soul dragged high,
To infinite amazement,
To heights unknown
In marshland dear.
Rocks piled .by God,
To kick and lick,
And cause to fall in time-infinity.
For time w11l be
When Snowdon falls,
And a varnish left.
Great towers of rock forbode.
To the sea, to the sea rush.
To Llan, to Llan.
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A heap of rubble;
Form of rocks;
A test they do to glory unknown.
A city stood beneath the waves,
Of time ago,
When flaxen men were Northern Gods,
And an island race quaked.
A bell crystal clear,
In fathoms deep,
Lured a mariner to say,
"This Orme is death.
I must away".

Three legs it had,
A tiny isle;
An island race apart;
The Manx was God,
And none dare interfere.

M. J. PEARSON.

RULE BRIT ANNIA ?
,

We are the avant-garde, revere.
The pseudo-intellectuals in a world of sincere morons,
Who use the fragile bUbble of education as
A platform on which to scoff and scorn at organised society.
The wave of beyond-the-fringe poets relying on
The quagmire of their subconscious to reap admiration
From the fearful and amazement from those who are
Unable to realise that they too can spew out half
Thoughts and be labelled" rare".
A world where day-dreams become an art form and every
Brightly coloured scarf is a licence to be condescending.

R. C. WEIGHTMAN.

SCHOOL NOTES-
UNOFFICIAL

"Let's stop somebody from doing something"-Sir Alan Herbert.
THE school play has provided a source of almost continuous
amusement for most of the Upper Sixth this term. Not that
there have been any decisive steps taken, indeed, there have not
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been any rehearsals but intense interest has been maintained
by way of a rather prolonged guessing game. With only a few
weeks of the term left, Mlck Johnson won, coming up with the
right title in the middle of an English period. He is to be con-
gratulated for his endurance, as are the rest of the Upper Sixth
without whom none of this would have been possible. It is now
up to the Lower Sixth to act the play.

If new odours have been gracing our corridors of late I
can assure you, it is not a new tobacco; it is a new pipe.

Even if we have been assured by "the powers that be" that
co-education will not be upon us for another "five, or ten, or
fifteen, or twenty years" Mr. Wilson's education policy has not
left this seat of tradition completely undisturbed. The High
School fence is falling down in more ways than one. What at
the beginning of term was thought to be a battalion of Scottish
troops advancing across the school field proved to be none other
than the High School's Sixth Form imposing on our masculine
sanctity for "General Studies" of all things. As the school's
resident arithmetician admiringly declared, ". . . that mathe-
matical proof is more beautiful than any woman found at the
High School".

Regular library users, nay, anyone who has been into the
library this term cannot have failed to notice a large metal
wardrobe-like object occupying an almost central position. One
can only assume that this is a temporary measure .to tide over
plumbing operations in the staff room for some of the weaker
brethren.

Although dynamic action and self-discipline are the order
of the day in this socialist Britain of ours, senior members of
the school have become alarmed by a rise of militarism in the
lower two years. A militarism which can only have been
paralleled in Germany in 1939. A member of staff who had
been noted to have remarked,

". . . the only trouble with London Colleges is all the wogs
that go there",
realising that an army marches on its stomach, feeds his troops
on cabbage and drills them in the quad.

Housemaster making his presence felt-on receiving a parcel
of clean laundry from a dutiful second year, he exclaimed,

"You've saved my life, I've been waiting three weeks for
these" .

"Let's find out what everyone is doing and then stop every-
one from doing it".-Sir Alan Herbert.

LYNCEUS.
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